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Abstract
Optical Grid Network Dimensioning,
Provisioning, and Job Scheduling
Ali Asghar Shaikh, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 2014
An optical grid network reliably provides high speed communications. It consists of
grid resources (e.g., computing and data servers) and huge-data paths that are con-
nected to geographically dispersed resources and users. One of the important issues is
dimensioning optical grid networks, i.e., to determine the link bandwidth utilization
and amount of server resources, and ﬁnding the location of servers. Another issue
is the provisioning of the job requests (maximization of services) on the capacitated
networks, also referred to as Grade of Service (GoS). Additionally, job scheduling on
the servers has also an important impact on the utilization of computing and net-
work resources. Dimensioning optical grid network is based on Anycast Routing and
Wavelength Assignment (ACRWA) with the objective of minimizing (min-ACRWA)
the resources. The objective of GoS is maximizing the number of job requests (max-
ACRWA) under the limited resources. Given that users of such optical grid networks
in general do not care about the exact physical locations of the server resources, a
degree of freedom arises in choosing for each of their requests the most appropriate
iii
server location. We will exploit this anycast routing principle – i.e., the source of the
traﬃc is given, but the destination can be chosen rather freely. To provide resilience,
traﬃc may be relocated to alternate destinations in case of network/server failures.
This thesis investigates dimensioning optical grids networks and task scheduling.
In the ﬁrst part, we present the link capacity dimensioning through scalable exact
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) optimization models (min-ACRWA) with surviv-
ability. These models take step by step transition from the classical RWA (ﬁxed
destination) to anycast routing principle including shared path protection scheme.
In the second part, we present scalable optimization models for maximizing the IT
services (max-ACRWA) subject to survivability mechanism under limited link trans-
port capacities. We also propose the link capacity formulations based on the distance
from the servers and the traﬃc data set. In the third part, we jointly investigate the
link dimensioning and the location of servers in an optical grid, where the anycast
routing principle is applied for resiliency under diﬀerent levels of protection schemes.
We propose three diﬀerent decomposition schemes for joint optimization of link di-
mensioning and ﬁnding the location of servers. In the last part of this research, we
propose the exact task scheduling ILP formulations for optical grids (data centers).
These formulations can also be used in advance reservation systems to allocate the
grid resources. The purpose of this study is to design eﬃcient tools for planning and
management of the optical grid networks.
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As the complexity of wavelength-routed WDM networks — where each ﬁber con-
tains multiple wavelengths — continues to increase, more eﬃcient and scalable tools
are needed to address and solve the dimensioning, routing, and resource allocation
problems in optical grids. Dimensioning of optical grid networks diﬀers from the
dimensioning of the classical optical networks due to: (i) anycast routing, where des-
tinations are not pre-determined, (ii) the identiﬁcation of the best server locations,
(iii) diﬀerent destinations in the survivability mechanisms in order to oﬀer protection
against single server node failures, and (iv) advance reservation for long lived jobs.
These diﬀerences cause the need for new network management tools for optical grids,
including their dimensioning.
In a grid computing environment, users submit their jobs to a grid controller/ man-
ager, which allocates the resources. Indeed, the grid controller assigns the jobs to ge-
ographically distributed computing facilities. It corresponds to the so-called Advance
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Reservation (AR) mechanism: it provides guaranteed services [74] by allocating the
required resources before launching the jobs. The support of grid computing through
optical networks enables data-intensive applications, such as distributed computing,
parallel programming, information sharing, or eScience. These applications are not
new paradigms, but as the computing speed increases signiﬁcantly, higher volume of
data can be transferred eﬃciently. Optical grid networks, also referred to as Lambda
Grids [17], were designed in response to the need for higher data transfer [24]. Some
eScience Grid examples can be found in [10]: (i) Large Hadron Collider Comput-
ing Grid Project, (ii) Biomedical Informatics Research Network, and (iii) George E.
Brown Network for Earthquake Engineering and Simulation.
Another area of commercial oriented grid computing is cloud computing. Their
major applications are served in data centers for storing the data, hosting the web
based applications as well as computing software. These services are referred to as
“Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS)” paradigm. In this paradigm, physical resources
(servers) are typically virtualized. This virtualization concept refers to the partition-
ing of a single physical resource to multiple virtual resources (1:N) or an aggregation
of multiple physical resources in a single virtual resource (N:1) [29].
A major concern in deploying optical grids is resiliency. Resiliency ensures that
service continuity under failure conditions is of utmost importance. To deal with
potential network failures, various network resilience strategies for WDM networks
have been devised (for an extensive overview, see [16] [54]). For instance, end-to-
end (or path) protection schemes have been developed protecting against single link
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failures. Here, a primary path is protected by a link-disjoint backup path that is used
in case of link failure (this link disjointness guarantees that the primary and backup
path will never fail at the same time for any single link failure). This corresponds to
the framework of Classical Shared Path Protection (CSP).
These protection strategies can however be optimized for the optical grid scenario,
by exploiting anycast routing principle in the optical grid scenarios. Here, a user
submitting a job only cares about timely and correct processing of his/her job, but
is indiﬀerent about the location of its execution. So, instead of reserving a backup
path to the resource indicated by the Grid scheduler under failure-free conditions,
it could be better to relocate the job to another resource if this implies network
resource savings. This corresponds to the so-called Shared Path protection with
Relocation (SPR). Another approach is to freely choose any server node, but both
the working and the backup servers should be identical. This scheme corresponds to
the so-called Classical Shared Path protection with Anycast (CSP-A). We can extend
CSP-A to allow diﬀerent working and backup servers. This scheme corresponds to
the so-called Shared Path protection with Relocation and Anycast (SPR-A). These
protection schemes: CSP, CSP-A, SPR, and SPR-A will be discussed in more details
in Chapter 4.
The maximization of the Grade of Service (GoS) or the provisioning of the job
requests are referred to as the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem.
In this problem, the solution methods have to allocate the maximum number of job
requests under the constraints of a limited transport capacity. The capacity of each
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link depends on the traﬃc data set (job requests). Finding the location of the servers
is one important issue when dimensioning optical grid networks. For this reason, it
is better to optimize the location of servers while ﬁnding the paths (working and
backup) in order to further optimize the bandwidth utilization.
Some optical grid applications, including parallel/distributed computing and con-
current programming, in which each job is divided into multiple tasks and some tasks
are dependent on other tasks. Based on the requirements, that is, bandwidth, number
of CPUs, deadline of each task, the grid manager assigns the appropriate resources
to each task. A grid manager can also aggregate all the tasks and assign each task
on the server and on the link in a speciﬁc time. In order to achieve the best utiliza-
tion of the network and the computing resources, joint optimization of network and
computing resources is the best choice [38]. This strategy is often called RWA and
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) scheduling or Task Scheduling. It is an important
aspect of an eﬃcient utilization of grid resources, which in this thesis referred to as
sch-ACRWA.
1.1 Problem Statement
One of the important problems in the optical grid network is dimensioning the net-
work; given a set of traﬃc, and ﬁnding the location of servers, provisioning of commu-
nication paths, determining the capacity of servers and their job scheduling. In order
to solve a dimensioning problem, a routing and wavelength assignment procedure is
commonly used. Moreover, some ILP formulations have been proposed, but they are
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not scalable. To solve large-size instances, ILP formulations based heuristics have
been also proposed (discussed in Chapter 3). The proposed algorithms are capable of
solving large-size instances, but the solutions are not optimal. To get optimal solution
to practical-size problems in optical grid networks, exact solutions of ILP models are
required.
In an optical grid environment, only some nodes contain computing resources
(servers), and the users connect to diﬀerent nodes to use the resources for executing
their jobs. Joint optimization of ﬁnding the locations of these computing resources
and of determining the required number of wavelengths corresponds to the optical
grid dimensioning (loc-ACRWA) problem. It amounts to eﬃciently determine the
resources for the planning and management of optical grid networks. The objec-
tive of the loc-RWA is to minimize network resources while allocating the network
resources for all the requested connections. To solve the loc-ACRWA joint optimiza-
tion problem, diﬀerent techniques involving ILP formulation and heuristic algorithms
have been used. The ILP formulations presented in the literature are exact but not
scalable while heuristics are scalable but not optimal. Thus, scalable exact formula-
tions are required for the joint optimization of the RWA and the location of servers
(loc-ACRWA).
Another important issue is the task scheduling problem. This problem exists when
expensive resources are shared by multiple users in optical grid networks locally and
remotely. In this environment, computing or storage resources are placed in few
locations and are accessible from any location in the network. For an eﬃcient use of
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these expensive and limited resources an optimization tool for optical grid networks
is needed.
1.2 Thesis Contribution
The objective of my research is to develop oﬀ-line exact optimization models for the
planning and management of optical grid networks. These models include routing and
wavelength assignment with survivability, ﬁnding the best location of servers, and job
scheduling for destination (server) nodes. A Column Generation (CG) technique that
involves a decomposition of the original problem into two sub-problems has been
considered. This technique leads to a scalable solution with optimal or near-to-
optimal results.
• The ﬁrst part of my research involves the development of scalable exact ILP
formulations with survivability, which we referred to as min-ACRWA. The ob-
jective of the min-ACRWA is to minimize the total bandwidth units while ac-
cepting all the requested connections.
• In the second part, we developed the capacitated network optimization models
for dimensioning optical grid networks and provisioning the traﬃc data set,
which we referred to as max-ACRWA. The provisioning of traﬃc data sets
evaluates the grade of service on the limited transport capacity. We have also
proposed a formula for initializing the transport capacity on each link. This
formula is based on the traﬃc data sets and the locations of the servers in the
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network topology.
• In the third part, we developed three diﬀerent ways of decomposition of the
original problem in order to solve joint optimization for dimensioning. We
call this problem loc-ACRWA, where the locations of the servers and network
bandwidth are optimized together.
• The last part of this thesis concerns the task scheduling problem, which we
referred to as sch-ACRWA. We developed task scheduling optimization mod-
els, which can be used in the ﬁeld of parallel programming and distributed
computing for optical grid network environments.
1.3 Plan of Thesis
The remainder of the thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 describes the general
background on optical grid networks for the dimensioning including survivability.
Literature review related to the thesis research is discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter
4, optimization models for dimensioning optical grid networks is presented. In this
work, we consider the unlimited transport capacity on each link. Chapter 5 presents
the limited transport capacity optimization models for dimensioning problem, and
Grade of Service (GoS) is evaluated. Joint optimization models for ﬁnding the paths
and the locations of servers are presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 proposes joint
optimization models for task scheduling on the servers. Finally, the conclusion of this




This chapter presents an overview of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) op-
tical networks. It is followed by a discussion on optical grid networks, which are
emerging networks originating from WDM optical networks and grid computing.
2.1 WDM Optical Networks
Since the late 1990s, daily use of applications, such as mobile phones, Internet, video
conferences, high resolution videos, and online-games, has increased together with the
bandwidth demand of these multimedia applications. WDM optical networks oﬀer
large-bandwidth communication channels. An optical network consists of optical
ﬁbers as links and optical devices, such as Optical Cross-Connects (OXCs), Optical
Add-Drop multiplexers/demultiplexers (OADM) and other devices at nodes.
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A WDM optical network supports a very large number of end systems connectiv-
ity in eﬃcient manner. It oﬀers high aggregate throughput with a high bandwidth
capacity, and as well as high bit rate [62]. Two commonly used topologies in pub-
lic WDM optical networks are the mesh topology and the ring topology. A WDM
mesh topology is used in back-haul networks while WDM ring topology is used in
metropolitan or access networks. In this research, we only consider the WDM mesh
network topology.
2.1.1 Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)
Routing and wavelength assignment refers to selecting a suitable route (lightpath)
and allocating an available wavelength, for each connection respectively. A lightpath
is a path between two nodes in WDM optical networks, where no buﬀer or Optical-
Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversion is required at intermediate nodes. The lightpath
is created on the same wavelength throughout the path, referred to as wavelength-
continuity constraint [13], as shown in Figure 2.1. The routing and wavelength as-
signment problem is a NP-complete problem. To solve it, it is often decoupled into
two subproblems [72]: the routing problem and the wavelength assignment problem.
Some common routing and wavelength assignment techniques are discussed next.
Routing Schemes
This section describes the three general approaches used in establishing lightpaths in
WDM mesh optical network [72].
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Figure 2.1: Lightpaths in WDM optical networks [72].
Fixed Routing (FR). A single ﬁxed route is predetermined for each source-
destination pair. One common example is ﬁxed shortest-path routing (by using Di-
jkstra’s or Bellman-Ford algorithms), where shortest paths are used, shown in Figure
2.2(a).
Fixed-Alternate Routing (FAR). Multiple ﬁxed routes are precomputed for
each source-destination pair. Each node maintains multiple routes for all other nodes
available in the network topology. Figure 2.2(b) shows two routes from node 0 to
node 2.
Adaptive Routing (AR). It ﬁnds the route based on network link state (load)
information, to reduce a chance of connection blocking for incoming demands. A
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(a) Fixed Routing (FR) (b) Fixed-Alternate Routing
(FAR)
(c) Adaptive Routing (AR)
Figure 2.2: Routing schemes [72].
common approach to ﬁnding the route is the shortest-cost-path routing, where more
busy links have higher cost then the less busy links. Figure 2.2(c) shows a shortest-
cost-path from node 0 to node 2.
FR and FAR are much simpler than AR, but may suﬀer from higher connection
blocking.
Wavelength Assignment
For the case in which lightpaths are established one at a time (either incremental
or dynamic traﬃc), wavelength assignment heuristics are used. Some commonly
proposed heuristics are [72]:
Random. This scheme ﬁrst searches all available wavelengths, then assigns one
randomly among them, usually with uniform probability.
First-Fit: In this scheme, all wavelengths are numbered (λ1, λ2, ..., λn). When
searching for a free available wavelength, lowest-numbered wavelengths are considered
before highest-numbered wavelengths.
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Least-Used (LU). This scheme selects the least used wavelength in the network
which maintains load balancing on the network.
Most-Used (MU). This scheme is the opposite of LU, that is, to select the most-
used wavelength in the network.
Min-Product (MP). This heuristic scheme is used in multi-ﬁber networks: each
link contains multiple ﬁbers. In single-ﬁber networks, MP becomes FF. The goal of
MP is to pack wavelengths into ﬁbers so that comparatively use a smaller number of
ﬁbers.
In addition to these wavelength assignment heuristics, one step solutions based
on ILP formulations are also proposed. These formulations are used in static traﬃc,
for further detail of ILP formulations refer to the survey papers [30], [31], and [33].
2.1.2 WDM Mesh Optical Network Survivability
Network survivability is also an important issue in WDM optical networks. Two
protection techniques are commonly used in WDM optical networks: proactive and
reactive. The former computes working and alternate-backup paths, and reserve
resources for them before establishing a lightpath. This technique is referred to as
pre-planned protection. The latter ﬁnds a backup path when a failure occurs — this
technique is called online-provisioning. The proactive technique has a guaranteed
service, and requires less restoration time, although it is less eﬃcient in terms of
resource utilization. On the other hand, the reactive technique is more eﬃcient but
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may fail to ﬁnd a backup path due to a lack of resources. Thus, the reactive technique
does not guarantee a successful restoration [48], [49].
Schemes for the protection of network resources include, link protection (Figure
2.3(b)), segment protection (Figure 2.3(c)), and path protection (Figures 2.3(e)). In
link protection, each network link (edge) of a path is protected separately but the
nodes are not protected. While in segment protection, a set of consecutive links and
some (Figure 2.3(c)) or all (Figure 2.3(d)) intermediate nodes are protected. Path
protection comes in two ﬂavors; link protection and node protection, shown in Figure
2.3(e) and Figure 2.3(f). Node protection entails link protection.
Link protection recovers the failure of working channels on a single ﬁber link
through local re-routing, while path protection recovers the failure of working path
through end-to-end (source-destination) re-routing. Finally, segment protection re-
covers the failure of a segment through two end nodes. Path protection oﬀers better
capacity utilization while link protection oﬀers faster restoration. Segment protec-
tion oﬀers capacity utilization and network restoration in between those oﬀered by
path protection and link protection [53]. In this particular example (Figure 2.3(c)),
working path A-D-H-J comprises two segments. First segment is the A-D-H subpath,
and its protection is provided by A-C-G-H subpath. Second segment is the H-J sub-
path, and its protection is provided by H-K-J subpath, this scheme is known as Basic
Segment Protection [27]. Another segment protection scheme is Segment Protection
with Overlap [27], shown in Figure 2.3(d). In this example, the working path com-
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(f) Path protection for a node failure











(b) Shared Path Protection
Figure 2.4: Dedicated/shared path protection.
and D-F-I-J. In this sense, it also covers node H which is a connection node of two
segments; this scheme protects all intermediate nodes.
These protection schemes may be used for dedicated or shared protections. For
dedicated protection, each working link or segment or path has its own protection.
However, for shared protection, a protection link or segment or path may be shared by
multiple working paths. Figure 2.4(a) and Figure 2.4(b) show respectively dedicated
and shared path protection of two connections, that is, S1 to D1 and S2 to D2.
2.1.3 Traﬃc Models
Zang et al. [72] describe three commonly used traﬃc models. This section highlights
the key aspects of these models.
Static Traﬃc. In this model, the set of requested connections is known in advance,
and the connections remain in the network for a long time. Here, the RWA problem
is also known as Static Lightpath Establishment (SLE).
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Incremental Traﬃc. In this case, a lightpath is established for each incoming
connection. Like static traﬃc, connections also remain for a long time, but connection
requests arrive sequentially.
Dynamic Traﬃc: Like incremental traﬃc, a lightpath is established for each re-
quested connection. However, connections remain for some ﬁnite time on the network.
Because in both incremental and dynamic traﬃc models, lightpaths are established
dynamically, they are referred as Dynamic Lightpath Establishment (DLE). Of course,
this mode of establishing lightpaths helps to minimize the resource and also minimizes
blocking for incoming connections.
Kuri et al. [39] present an extension of static traﬃc model called Scheduled Traﬃc
Model (STM). Apart from source and destination, STM also includes start and end
times of each connection. The model can be used with ﬁxed windows or ﬂexible
windows. In ﬁxed windows, start and end times cannot be altered while in ﬂexible
windows, time can slide within a larger window.
2.2 Optical Grid Networks
This section presents an overview of optical grid networks, and their dimensioning and
scheduling problems. An optical grid network is an emerging network originated from
WDM optical networks and grid computing. In grid networks, distributed resources
(computing or storage elements as well as scientiﬁc instruments) are interconnected
to support compute-intensive and data-intensive applications [61]. Nowadays, most
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critical scientiﬁc applications, multimedia applications, and business grids need to
exchange huge amounts of data between the distributed sites. Optical networks are
employed to provide high-bandwidth optical ﬁbers and lightpaths for data transfer
between interconnected grid resources. The grid is upgraded to the so-called Optical
Grid [70].
The term“grid” arises from electrical “power grid”, the idea is that accessing the
computing power and storage of computers connected through some types of networks
is similar, as accessing to electrical power from an electrical grid [2]. The consumers
of electricity do not care which electric grid station provides electricity. Similarly,
the users of an optical grid network do not need to worry about where a given job
will be executed. Hundreds of computer grids are available around the world; they
are used in diﬀerent areas of research, such as biological science, earth science, high
energy physics, engineering, among others. Currently, there are few service providers
who commercially oﬀer grid resources on-demand, such as Amazon’s cloud computing
”Elastic Compute Cloud” [68].
Recall that an optical grid network corresponds to geographically spread resources
in diﬀerent locations, connected through an optical transport network, and consisting
of core and access networks. The core network is connected through Optical Cross
Connects (OXCs) and optical ﬁbers, and in access networks, each site is connected
to the OXCs through optical ﬁbers or any other media. A site comprises users and
the computing resources. Each optical ﬁber contains a limited technology-dependent








Figure 2.5: Homogeneous optical grid network.
(bandwidth) [65]. An optical grid network may consist of homogeneous or heteroge-
neous resources. Homogeneous resources refer to all the server nodes with the same
functionality, i.e., each server node oﬀers a similar type of services. For example, Fig-
ure 2.5 shows server nodes that oﬀer data-intensive services. However, heterogeneous
resources grid network oﬀer diﬀerent types of services, as shown in Figure 2.6. In this
particular case, one node oﬀers video services only, another node oﬀers information
services. There is yet another node that oﬀers two services: application (computing)
and data-intensive services.
In terms of traﬃc volume, it is expected that by 2016, global data center traﬃc
could reach 6.6 zettabytes (1 ZB = 1021 bytes), and nearly two thirds thereof will be
cloud traﬃc [1]. This growing demand of traﬃc requires a reliable and high-bandwidth
communication medium, i.e., optical ﬁbers. These ﬁbers can be eﬃciently used by









Figure 2.6: Heterogeneous optical grid network.
multiple wavelength carriers simultaneously over the same physical ﬁber to provide
large bandwidth and thus as cost-eﬀective solution to the network providers. Given
the continually rising bandwidth demands, today’s solutions can run 100Gb/s per
wavelength (40-80 wavelengths on each ﬁber pair using DWDM). Currently, ﬂexible
grid networks are being considered: the ﬂexible grid refers to the adaptive transceivers
and intelligent nodes, allowing service providers to increase the bandwidth without
overhauling it [25]. This new paradigm is called Elastic Optical Networking (EON).
2.2.1 Advance Reservation
Advance reservation (AR) system is also important in some ﬁelds of optical grid
networks including data-intensive and video conferences for surgery. For example, if
a surgeon is assisting a colleague to perform a surgery at a remote site, AR ensures
availability of required bandwidth on the speciﬁed time [23].
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2.2.2 Anycast Routing and Wavelength Assignment (AC-
RWA)
The optical network is a prominent candidate for high data rate communications,
reliable and economical as compared to others. In traditional optical networks, users
have ﬁxed destinations to execute their jobs, while, in an optical grid network, a
user does not care about where the job is to be executed; this is known as anycast
routing, also referred to as location transparency [50]. This major diﬀerence of optical
grid networks require the architecture of a ﬂexible optical layer, routing, wavelength
assignment, dimensioning, and task scheduling strategies [20].
Given the amount of traﬃc, the determination of required resources (number of
servers and link capacity) in optical grids is referred to as the dimensioning problem.
A dimensioning problem in optical grid networks is diﬀerent than in classical optical
networks in two ways [21]. First one, needs to ﬁnd suitable destination; optical grids
work on anycast routing, where only the source is known and the destination can be
selected to be any best node that can execute the requested job/task. Secondly, the
task can also be lost because of lack of executing resources.
A key problem in optical grid networks is how to eﬃciently manage the available
infrastructure in order to satisfy user requirements and maximize resource utilization.
This is in large part inﬂuenced by the routing and scheduling of tasks [63], which leads
to develop eﬃcient routing and scheduling strategies.
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2.2.3 Fault Tolerance in Optical Grid Network Survivability
In an optical grid network, WDM mesh optical network survivability techniques can
be used. Faults can also occur in optical grids as in traditional optical networks, and
these faults may occur because of the failure of a link, a node, or server resources. In
a grid environment, users do not care about the faults due to anycast principle. In
anycast routing, destinations are not ﬁxed, so if there is any resource failure on the
primary server, a submitted job should be diverted to the backup server. Diﬀerent
schemes are used for the backup server, but in optical grid networks, resources are
pre-computed for backup [47]. In addition to those hardware faults, there is also
the possibility of software faults occurring in applications, operating systems, proto-
cols, among others. Common software faults include unhandled exceptions (run time
errors), division by zero, and memory leaks.
Two recovery strategies exist for providing fault tolerance in an optical grid net-
work: Job check-pointing and replication. Job check-pointing periodically stores the
image of a job, which can be restored in case of failure. In replication, a job is sent
to the primary as well as to the replication (secondary) server. If there is a failure
on the primary server, the replication server will continue taking the execution of the
job [14]. For a recent survey on strategies for fault tolerance in optical grid networks
see [12].
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2.3 Scheduling Algorithms and Strategies
A schedule of tasks is the assignment of tasks to speciﬁc times on the resources. Two
common types of scheduling algorithms under research are static and dynamic. In
static, also referred to as advance, a set of tasks is known in advance and has to be
mapped onto the resources before the execution starts. In contrast, in dynamic, also
referred to as immediate, each arriving task has to be mapped onto the network [64].
Some applications may have a deadline time to execute their tasks.
In an optical grid network, allocation of both resources (network and CPU) is
called co-allocation. Access to the resources depends on the policy imposed by the
resource owners. This policy is developed based on the type of executing jobs on the
networks. An optical grid network has an important role in the area of computing
that needs large/complex computations, expensive licensed software, or large data
storage. Some applications also need large ﬂow of data between a user and executing
servers, e.g., data storage, and complex ﬂow for climate-research, high-energy physics.
For these large and complex ﬂows, an optical grid is the best candidate due to its
large bandwidth, low latency at economical cost [71].
Mostly combinatorial scheduling problems are NP-Complete [67]; many scheduling
heuristics have been proposed in the literature. The objective of these algorithms is
to minimize the execution time of a given set of tasks. The best known heuristic is
the listing algorithm, e.g., Algorithm 2.1 [3].
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Algorithm 2.1 List scheduling
Sort the list of tasks according to priority schemes.
for each task do
Find computing resource (r) that allow earliest ﬁnish time
Schedule task on r.
end for
2.4 Task Scheduling
In parallel programming or distributed computing, each job is decomposed into mul-
tiple tasks. To execute such tasks, the systems need to allocate the computing re-
sources and communication paths to them. The allocation of computing resources
among multiple tasks is known as task scheduling. In task scheduling, tasks are rep-
resented in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), also known as a task graph. Some tasks
can be executed in parallel if they are independent, if they are dependent on other
tasks then they are executed on an incremental (one-by-one) basis.
A directed acyclic graph G = (V,E,w, c) represents a list of tasks. The set of
nodes (V ) represents tasks with expected execution time, and a set of edges (E)
represents communication paths and precedency between nodes. The computation
cost and communication cost are represented by w(n) and c(eij) respectively [60]. All
instructions/operations are executed in a sequential order and there is no parallelism
within a task. The nodes are strict with respect to their input and output; it means
that a node can not start execution before receiving the input and it can not produce
output until the execution has ﬁnished. Each node may be assigned multiple tasks, all
direct predecessor tasks of node ni are represented by pred(ni) and all direct successor
tasks of the node ni are represented by succ(ni). If node ni ∈ V does not contain
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predecessor, it is represented as pred(ni) = ∅, and is known as source node. Similarly,
succ(ni) = ∅, is known as sink node.
An example of DAG is shown in Figure 2.7. A job is divided into six tasks
T1, T2, ..., T6, and it needs 3 diﬀerent types of resources R1, R2, R3. In DAG, each
node contains three types of information: task id, resource id, and estimated execution
time. The label on each directed edge represents an amount of data needed to be
transmitted from one node to another. This DAG indicates that task T1 has been
executed and produce the output before starting the execution of the tasks T2, T3, T4.
However, tasks T2, T3, T4 can be executed in parallel. Similarly, tasks T5 and T6 can
















Figure 2.7: An example of DAG.
This example corresponds to a heterogeneous optical grid network. While in case
of homogeneous, all the tasks require the same types of resources so that the type of




Optical networks are employed to facilitate reliable and faster communications for
data transfer between interconnected grid resources, and the grid computing is up-
dated to the so-called Optical Grid. In the recent years, the improvement of com-
munication systems in distributed computing and storage-systems has received some
attention. An optical grid network is a promising candidate for reliable and cost ef-
fective communication systems. This chapter presents the literature review regarding
dimensioning (ACRWA) and task scheduling problems in optical grid networks.
The vast research literature devoted to RWA focuses on ﬁnding a suitable routing
path and wavelength assignment, assuming both source and destination of connection
requests are given (i.e., the unicast routing case). The most studied objectives are the
minimum number of wavelengths (min-RWA) and the maximum grade of services, i.e.,
number of granted requests (max-RWA). For an extensive overview of such classical
RWA literature, we refer to [22] and [72] and more speciﬁcally to the Integer Linear
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Programming (ILP) reviewed models in [30], [31], and [33].
As highlighted in the introduction, we address the anycast routing case, where the
problem is complicated by the fact that the destination is not known a priori, but
can be freely chosen (among a given set of possible destinations, i.e., server sites).
Note that proposed algorithms in the literature of dimensioning optical grid networks
assume that wavelength converters are available at each optical node, and we also
make the same assumption in our proposed models. Next, we introduce the studied
research problems, followed by their related literature review.
3.1 min-ACRWA
In the ﬁrst part of our study, we deal with link dimensioning in optical grid networks.
We consider the objective of minimizing the number of wavelengths (we refer to as
min-ACRWA) summed over all network links, i.e., the number of bandwidth units,
see Chapter 4. We will assume that the locations of the servers are given. In order to
select the best locations, one can either use [20], or the new models we developed in
Chapter 6. Several Integer Linear Programing (ILP) formulations and heuristics have
been proposed for traditional RWA problem: For recent review of ILP formulations
and comparison see [30], [31] and [33] and for heuristics [72].
Zang et al. [73] present path protection routing and wavelength assignment for the
traditional WDM mesh optical networks, where destination of each request is given.
They proposed an ILP formulation for obtaining optimal solution. For scalability,
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the original problem has been decomposed in two ILP sub-problems; one for local
optimization and another for a global optimization. The protection constraint is a
path protection duct-layer. A duct is a group of cables buried together.
Based on the work of Zang et al. [73], Buysse et al. [6] proposed path protection
routing and wavelength assignment ILP formulation for optical grid networks. The
objective is to minimize the number of bandwidth units for a given (ﬁxed) destina-
tion for the working path and anycast principle is used for the backup path. This
ILP formulation successfully solves only instances with up to size of 20 requested
connections on Geant2 network topology (17 nodes, 45 directional links), due to scal-
ability problems. The path protection under single-link-failure survivability has been
considered. An experimental result shows that 20% of the number of wavelengths
have been saved as compared to the case, where destination is given (ﬁxed) in both
working and backup paths [73].
Similarly, Buysse et al. [6] modify their ILP formulation for anycast routing prin-
ciple in [7] for both working and backup paths. In addition to the ILP formulation,
they also proposed a heuristic based on ILP formulation for large instances. The
heuristic is able to solve large (up to 150) size instances, with an optimality gap
of more than 6%. Aforementioned work assumes all the nodes are equipped with
wavelength conversion.
In order to overcome the scalability and optimality gap issues, we present large
scale optimization models based on column generation [15]. Therein, the original
problem is decomposed according to a set of conﬁgurations, where a conﬁguration is
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added only if it contributes to the improvement of the current value of the objective,
presented and discussed in Chapter 4. Indeed, CG models have already been success-
fully used for solving several design/management problems in optical and wireless
networks, e.g., p-cycle based problems [57] and resource allocation in WiMax net-
works [8].
3.2 max-ACRWA
In the second step, we deal with the provisioning of job requests under limited number
of bandwidth units on each link. We consider the objective of maximizing the grade
of service (we refer to as max-ACRWA) assuming limited transport capacity on each
link, see Chapter 5. We consider here an oﬀ-line network design problem, aiming to
decide on the network and server resource dimensions. Again a set of server sites is
given.
Determining the proper dimensioning of the links is one of the important issues
in an optical grid network. Most researchers evaluate the minimum bandwidth re-
quirements under unlimited capacity constraints. Usually, they do not take into
account that the transport capacity values can only take a limited number of discrete
values [6], [7], [72]. However, for instance, in SDH/SONET ( Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy/Synchronous Optical NETworks) networks, the capacities are determined
by the interface speeds which only take discrete values (i.e., 155.52; 622.08; 2,488.32;
9,953.28 and 39,813.12 Mbps), which always multiply by exactly four. Furthermore,
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in Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM) or Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) systems, the number of wavelengths to be used varies in steps
of 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 64, 80, 96, 120 etc. wavelengths per ﬁber [37].
For these reasons, determining the link transport capacities is a critical issue in
optical grid networks. No paper has yet addressed the issue of discrete capacity val-
ues in such a context. While both min-RWA and max-RWA problems have been well
investigated for classical optical networks, all the aforementioned models for opti-
cal grid networks only consider the min-ACRWA problem with unlimited transport
capacities. In this study, we therefore to study the max-ACRWA problem with dif-
ferent protection schemes and transport capacity calculation methods. The proposed
CG-ILP model is based on a ﬂow formulation, presented and discussed in Chapter 5.
3.3 loc-ACRWA
We extend min-ACRWA problem by ﬁnding the locations of servers while provisioning
the working and backup paths (we refer to as loc-ACRWA), see Chapter 6. This
means, the number of server sites is given but their locations are optimized while
ﬁnding the working and backup paths.
The optimization of the servers locations in an optical grid environment has some
resemblance with some classical facility location problems, namely the p-median and
p-center problems, which have been widely investigated in the literature (see e.g., [52]
and [55]). Both problems deal with the locations of p facilities. The p-median problem
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searches the facility locations such that the sum of the shortest demand weighted
distance between ”customers” and p ”facilities” is minimized. On the other hand,
the p-center problem identiﬁes the facility locations in order to minimize the maximal
distance for all demand points. While the optical grid network dimensioning problem
shares some features of the p-median problem, the former problem is more complex
due to: (i) the distance function (expressed in terms of, e.g., optical hops) and (ii)
the additional requirements of backup paths in order to ensure network survivability.
These last two features make the joint optimization of ﬁnding server locations and
dimensioning both working and backup paths much more complex than the facility
locations in a p-center or p-median context.
Buysse et al. [6] solve the dimensioning problem in two steps for ﬁnding the paths
and locations of the servers. The ﬁrst step ﬁnds the locations of servers and assigns
servers based on a given source and job arrival rate of each connection. The second
step optimizes the routing and wavelength assignment for working and protection
paths based on the given source and destination and locations of servers (determined
in the ﬁrst step).
Another four step solution for solving the grid dimensioning problem was proposed
by Develder et al. [20]. In their study, they investigate the locations and capacity
of servers and also determine link capacity. The ﬁrst step is similar to that used by
Buysse et al. [6]. The second step calculates the server capacities. The third step
determines the access link (inter-site) bandwidth, and prefers to execute local jobs
at their own server if server resource is available. Otherwise jobs will be executed on
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remote servers. Shortest Path Routing (SPR) algorithm is used for routing from user
to the server. In the last step, link bandwidth are calculated based on traﬃc matrix
(source-destination) solved in the ﬁrst three steps.
Leenheer et al. [42] also investigate capacity of each server, and the link bandwidth
to install while meeting the given maximum job loss-rate criterion. The authors
proposed an iterative approach as in [20]. They assume Poisson job arrival without
any buﬀer at the server node; if no free server is found at the job arrival time, the
job is lost.
A joint optimization for network bandwidth units (link dimensioning) and amounts
of server resources is studied in [19]. This work is based on CG-ILP formulation, and
solve large size instances for diﬀerent types of backup path relocation (protection
levels). An extension of [19] for relocation server site failures is presented in [18].
Larumbe and Sanso` [40] investigated the optimal locations of data centers, with
the objective of minimizing the average network delay (convex objective), without
taking into account any reliability concern or link dimensioning. Chakareski [9] also
studied the locations of data centers, with the aim of minimizing the overall oper-
ating cost of the network (again a convex objective), in a context of multi-service
networks. They take the link and resource capacity into account, but do not address
survivability.
Survivability is also a major issue in the area of data communications, where in
case of link failure on the working path, the traﬃc is routed on the backup path. In
the environment of optical grids, where users are transparent to the service centers
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(data center), survivability is one of the most important issues. For this reason, we
have also considered ﬁnding the backup paths while optimizing the working paths
and the locations of servers. This additional feature complicates the dimensioning of
optical grid/cloud networks.
To the best of our knowledge, we propose for the ﬁrst time a joint optimization
ILP formulation for determining the link capacity (including survivability) and the
locations of servers. In this regard, we propose three diﬀerent mathematical models
with three diﬀerent decomposition schemes in order to address the optimality gap
issues, discussed in Chapter 6.
3.4 sch-ACRWA
In the last part of this study, we have developed and proposed task scheduling op-
timization models for servers (data centers) for dependent tasks in an optical grid
network environment (we refer to as sch-ACRWA), see Chapter 7. As discussed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, in a parallel programming or distributed computing environ-
ment, each job is divided into multiple tasks, and their dependency are represented in
a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). In order to achieve the best utilization of network
and computing resources, joint optimization of network and computing resources is
the best choice [38]; this is called RWA and DAG scheduling, also referred to as
task scheduling. Some literature of task scheduling does not consider the RWA. Task
scheduling is an important aspect of eﬃcient utilization of grid resources.
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Joint optimization of computing and network resources, based on DAG, has been
investigated in many projects [26], [36], [38], [43], [44], [69], and [76]. Traditional
ILP formulation and heuristic algorithms (discussed next in more detail) have been
proposed.
The task scheduling problem is NP-complete in its general form [67]. Two step
listing algorithms for joint DAG scheduling of computing resource and network re-
source allocation are presented in , [36], [38], and [69]. The ﬁrst step sorts the task-list
in descending order based on bottom-levels. A bottom-level is a technique commonly
used in list scheduling algorithms, where a task that needs a longer execution-time
is given a higher priority. The second step sequentially schedules a task on a server
where it can ﬁnish early. The objective is to minimize the schedule length under the
constraint of executing all the jobs. In [38] and [69], network utilization eﬃciency is
also considered while minimizing the demand completion times. For eﬃcient network
utilization, Yan et al. [69] used hop-bytes techniques whereas Kannasoot et al. [38]
used starting and ending times of data transfer. Hop-bytes is the metric proposed
in [4], and is calculated based on the required communication bytes and distance.
Results show that adaptive routing (AR) algorithm is more eﬀective for reducing the
schedule length than other two routing methods (ﬁxed routing and ﬁxed-alternate
routing) [36], [69]. AR has a drawback of link utilization because it uses the links
which has less load to avoid the blocking contention. For simplicity, Kanasoot et
al. [38] use the ﬁxed routing scheme.
Others ( [43] and [44]) have also proposed ILP formulation and two heuristic
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listing algorithms for a joint optimization of RWA and DAG (task) scheduling. In
their work, the authors include task deadline constraints. Experiments on NSFNET
show that network utilization can be improved by up to 28% without sacriﬁcing on
the schedule completion time. Guo et al. [26] present another ILP formulation and
heuristic of joint optimization, network resources and computing resources. Their
aim is to determine the actual ﬁnish time as compared to the expected time.
Zhu et al. [76] proposed a fault-tolerant scheduling heuristic algorithm (for both
computing and network resources) based on DAG, called Grid Resource Protection
(GRP) scheme for DAG scheduling. In this scheme, each task is assigned to two
diﬀerent servers: the primary and backup. This scheduling algorithm jointly allocates
server and network resources. GRP scheme is more reliable but is less eﬃcient in
resource utilization. For a recent survey on fault tolerance in optical grid networks
see [12].
In addition to joint DAG scheduling optimization, many algorithms for DAG
scheduling have been proposed in the last few decades for only computing resources
in the area of cloud/grid computing, distributed systems. These studies do not con-
sider the communication paths for dispersed resources, some recent algorithms are
discussed in [45] and [75].
All works discussed before are based on single DAG scheduling, recently a heuristic
scheduling algorithm for multiple DAGs is presented in [56]. This algorithm considers
the main objective as minimizing DAGs completion time and also try fairness among
the DAGs, and the lowest transportation time.
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In this study, we consider task scheduling with RWA based on DAG and propose an
exact ILP formulation using column generation techniques. This formulation jointly
optimizes the computer resources and the communication paths with ﬁxed routing,
and it can work with single or multiple DAGs. This means, there is no task overlap






Diﬀerent approaches have been proposed to solve the classical RWA problem in WDM
optical networks, with/without addressing the question of the protection. Diﬀerent
objective functions have been considered with the most studied ones being minimizing
the cost of the network resources (min-RWA problem), or maximizing the grade of
services (max-RWA problem), or minimizing the blocking probability. In optical
grid networks, the RWA problem evolves toward the so-called AnyCast Routing and
Wavelength Assignment (ACRWA) in order to handle the anycast requests with non
pre-determined destinations.
In this chapter, we propose scalable optimization models for ACRWA with the
objective of minimizing the total network capacity (min-ACRWA) for optical grid
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networks including survivability. In the next chapter we will discuss about the max-
ACRWA.
We started with the design of an optimization model for Shared Path Protection
with Relocation (SPR) and compared it to Classical Shared Path Protection (CSP).
In the SPR case, working path destination is ﬁxed (given) and protection path can
be any server node. In the CSP case, working and protection paths have the same
ﬁxed destination. This case study has been published in [28]. Note that, this study
only considers heterogeneous optical grid networks, where all the server nodes (data
centers) have the same types of resources.
In the next step, this ﬁrst optimization model is extended to the anycast routing
principle, i.e., Shared Path Protection with Relocation and Anycast (SPR-A), and
Classical Shared Path Protection with Anycast (CSP-A). Here, only the source of each
connection is given; destination can be any server node. In case of SPR-A, the desti-
nations for both paths can be any two server nodes (not necessary the same), while
in case of CSP-A, the destination can be any server node and must be the same for
both paths. Column Generation Integer Linear Programming (CG-ILP) formulation
for all aforementioned cases is presented in Section 4.2 under single link failure sce-
nario. This case study has been published in the “Journal of Optical Communication
Networks (JOCN)” [58].
In the last section of this chapter, we also discussed the Shared Risk Link Group
(SRLG), where multiple links are buried together within in single duct. Thus, these
multiple links have the same risk of failure. In this context, we present a SRLG
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formulation. At the end, we also present single node failure scenario formulation.
4.1 Notations
A network topology and traﬃc input is modeled as follows:
G = (V, L, V svr), directed graph representing an optical grid, where V
is the node set, L is the set of (directed) links and V svr ⊂ V is the
server node set.
V Node set, indexed by v ∈ V , representing the OXCs and possibly
collocated server sites (computational and/or storage servers).
L Directional link set, indexed by . Each pair of connected nodes is
usually connected by two links, one in each direction.
V svr ⊂ V . Server node set, indexed by v or vsvr, comprising the server sites
(capable of processing grid jobs), i.e., potential candidate destinations.
V s Set of job requests originating at source node vs ∈ V \ V svr, or set of
job originating at source node vs ∈ V \V svr for the destination server
vsvr ∈ V svr
Dv = |vs|, i.e., number of job unit demands from source node vs, or = |vs|,
i.e., number of job unit demands between source vs and destination
vsvr.
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4.2 Optimization Models for Single Link Failure
Optimization models are developed through the Column Generation (CG) technique.
A CG model is a decomposition of the original problem into two sub problems: Master
Problem (MP) and Pricing Problem (PP). Each generic PP has been solved for each
source node vs, and we denote it by PPvs . The MP and the PP are solved in an
integrated way, and their solving technique depends on the decomposition of the
original problem. For further details of CG technique, readers are referred to [5], [32],
[46] and for linear programming concepts [15] and [41].
An objective of MP is same as the original problem, i.e., minimization of network
resources while satisfying all the requested connections. The Master problem takes
care of satisfying all the demands with shared path protection. On the other hand,
the PP ﬁnds link-disjoint working and protection paths for each request-set (vs ∈ V s)
based on maximizing the shared path protection. This CG-ILP formulation is scalable
in terms of network topology and the number of requested connections in the traﬃc
model.
4.2.1 Master Problem
The master problem of the column generation ILP model uses two sets of variables:
zc ∈ Z+(c∈C) and bb ∈ Z+(∈L). The value of each variable zc is equal to the number
of selected copies of conﬁguration c. Variable bb is equal to the maximum required
bandwidth units on link . The PPvs generates potential conﬁguration related with
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source node vs. To complete the characterization of the conﬁgurations, we need the
following parameters:
pwc = 1 if link  is used by the working path of conﬁguration c, 0 otherwise.
pbc = 1 if link  is used by the backup path of conﬁguration c, 0 otherwise.














In order to satisfy all the demands, we have deﬁned following constraints:
∑
c∈Cv
zc ≥ Dv v ∈ V s. (4.2)
Note that the demand of requests originating at v = vs is not necessarily satisﬁed by
a single conﬁguration.
The next set of constraints expresses the capacity requirement for link ′ in a
backup path. Indeed, if ′ protects link , with  belonging to several working paths
(modeled here throughout the various conﬁgurations associated with working paths





c′ zc ≤ bb′ , ′ ∈ L :  = ′. (4.3)
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4.2.2 Pricing Problem
Each Pricing Problem (PPvs) corresponds to the design of a potential conﬁguration,
i.e., a potential working and backup provisioning for the job requests originating
from a given source node vs ∈ V s. Per deﬁnition of the pricing problem, the objective
function corresponds to the reduced cost of the conﬁguration variable of the master
problem, i.e., of variable zc for c ∈ Cv, assuming we search for conﬁgurations in Cv.
In addition, the interest of the pricing problem lies in the identiﬁcation of improv-
ing conﬁgurations, i.e., conﬁgurations c such that, if their corresponding variable zc is
added in the restricted master problem, it will contribute to improve (here, to mini-
mize further) the current value of the objective of the restricted master problem. Such
conﬁgurations are the ones with a negative reduced cost. In other words, assuming
we minimize the reduced cost of the current pricing problem associated with source
node vs, either the minimum reduced cost is negative, and then we have obtained an
improving conﬁguration that we add to the current restricted master problem, or the
minimum reduced cost is positive. In the latter case, we conclude that, at this stage,
no more improving conﬁguration associated with vs can be found, unless the values of
the dual variables change following the addition of another conﬁguration associated
with another source node.
The PPvs contains 5 sets of variables, described as follows:
pw = 1 if link  is used by the working path, 0 otherwise.
pb = 1 if link  is used by the protection path, 0 otherwise.
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pwb′ = 1 if backup path link 
′ protects working path link , 0 otherwise.
dwv = 1 if server node v ∈ V svr is a destination node of the working path,
0 otherwise.
dbv = 1 if server node v ∈ V svr is a destination node of the backup path,
0 otherwise.
Let us express the objective function of the pricing problem associated with source
node vs, or PPvs for short, i.e., the reduced cost of variable zc, c ∈ Cv. For doing so,
we need the dual values of the constraints involving variable zc:
u(4.2) ≥ 0, value of the dual variable associated with constraint (4.2)-vs,
u(4.3) ≤ 0, values of the dual vector associated with constraints (4.3).
















First two sets of constraints are related to the working and backup provisioning











+1 if v = vs
−1 if v = vsvr
0 otherwise









+1 if v = vs
−dbv if v ∈ V svr
0 otherwise
v ∈ V. (4.6)
The next two sets of constraints deal with the overlap and the sharing of links
pertaining to the working and backup paths: link disjoint.
pw + p
b
 ≤ 1  ∈ L (4.7)
pw + p
b
′ ≤ 1 , ′ ∈ L : ( and ′ are opposite to each other). (4.8)








when we consider SPR, we replace constraints (4.9) with the following constraints:
∑
v∈V svr
dbv = 1. (4.10)
As can be observed, the expression of the reduced cost (4.4) is nonlinear. In order









′ ∈ {0, 1} , , ′ ∈ L :  = ′,
and add the following three sets of constraints.
pwb′ ≥ pw + pb′ − 1 ′,  ∈ L :  = ′ (4.11)
pwb′ ≤ pw ′,  ∈ L :  = ′ (4.12)
pwb′ ≤ pb′ ′,  ∈ L :  = ′. (4.13)
After adding the linearize constraints, the expression of the objective (i.e., reduced














All aforementioned constraints deﬁne the CSP and the SPR case, now let us
modify above model for the CSP-A and the SPR-A. The change will occur only in
the pricing problem. The ﬂow constraints (4.5) will replace with (4.15), and remove
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the constraints (4.9). We have to also add the single working path destination by
adding the constraints (4.16). In case of CSP-A, the working and backup paths









+1 if v = vs
−dwv if v ∈ V svr
0 otherwise
v ∈ V (4.15)
∑
v∈V svr
dwv = 1, (4.16)
dbv = d
w
v v ∈ V svr. (4.17)
In addition to CG-ILP, we have also developed heuristic algorithm, H2, in an
attempt to design a more scalable heuristic algorithm than heuristic proposed in [28]
(we refer here as H1). As we will see in Section 4.3.1, we were quite successful in
that attempt for the scalability aspect, less for the accuracy part. A key diﬀerence
between H1 heuristic and H2 heuristic is that in H2, we combine all the requests
originating from the same source node, as in the master problem of CG-ILP, while in
H1, requests are considered on an individual basis, which increases the complexity of
H1.
Shortest paths are computed using diﬀerent weights for primary and backup
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path calculation. Backup weights account for sharing of wavelengths, while work-
ing weights account for the length of the path only:
weightw : Primary weights are all taken equal to one, meaning that when computing
shortest paths with those weights, we indeed consider the length of the working
paths in terms of the number of links they contain.
weightb : Backup weights are initialized to one, and will contain the complement
of the protection bandwidth requirements with respect to the maximum link
bandwidth requirement, see line 8. The reason is as follows. When computing
shortest paths, we can either minimize or maximize their overall bandwidth re-
quirements. When maximizing, instead of changing the shortest path algorithm
in a longest path algorithm, one can also complement the protection weights
with respect to the largest weight in order to go on using a shortest path algo-
rithm (this is what is done on line 8 of the heuristic).
The underlying idea of the deﬁnition of the weights for the search of the backup
path is that there are more opportunities for sharing with the links already contribut-
ing to bandwidth protection, or, in other words, the more protection bandwidth a
link has, the more protection bandwidth sharing the link oﬀers.
4.2.3 Solution of the CG-ILP formulation
Column Generation (CG) techniques oﬀer highly eﬃcient solution methods for lin-
ear programs with a very large number of variables, where the constraints can be
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Algorithm 4.1 Heuristic H2 - SPR-A Protection Scheme
1: Step 1: Initialization
2: For all  ∈ L: bb ← 0 ; weightw ← 1,
3: Step 2: Primary and backup paths
4: for all vs ∈ V \ V svr do
5: Concatenate all the requests originating at vs into a single aggregated request,




6: Step 2a: Selection of the grid server location







− bb + 1
9: end for
10: for all vsvr ∈ V svr do
11: Compute the shortest path pvsvsvr from v
s to vsvr with weights weightw
12: end for
13: pws ← arg min
vsvr∈V svr
{length(pvsvsvr)} where length(pvsvsvr) is computed according
to weightw
14: Step 2b: Tentative selection of the primary path
15: Temporarily remove from G the links of pws
16: Step 2c: Selection of the backup path and conﬁrmation/new computation of the
primary path
17: if there exists a path from v to a server site then
18: For all vsvr ∈ V svr: Compute the shortest path pvsvsvr from vs to vsvr with weights
weightb
19: pbs ← arg min
vsvr∈V svr
{length(pvsvsvr)} where length(pvsvsvr) is computed according
to weightb
20: Restore graph G (put back all links)
21: else
22: Restore initial graph G (put back all links)
23: Compute the shortest pair of link disjoint paths between vs and vsvr with weights
weightw and weightb, for all vsvr ∈ V svr.
24: Let p′ and p′′ be the two resulting routes. Let
pws =argmin { length(p′), length(p′′) };
pbs = argmax { length(p′), length(p′′) }.
25: end if
26: Update the bandwidth requirements (bw and b
b
 ) on the links of the primary and









where pwk (resp. p
b
k) is the aggregated working (resp. backup) path of request k.
27: end for
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expressed implicitly. In order to satisfy the demand constraint in the master prob-
lem, we have to generate few as promising as possible conﬁgurations at the outset,
referred to as Restricted Master problem (RMP). This was achieved by solving PPvs






 ) . (4.18)
The set of constraints is made of constraints (4.5)-(4.17) except the linearization
constraints (4.11) to (4.13), depending on the protection scheme and their associ-
ated constraints. The detail of the CG-LP and ILP solution process is described in
Algorithm 4.2.
Obtaining Integer Solutions Once the linear relaxation of the restricted master
problem has been solved (upto Step 2 of Algorithm 4.2), one needs to derive an
integer solution (Step 3 of Algorithm 4.2). In order to get an exact integer solution,
one would need to use a branch-and-price method [5], which usually turns out to be
a non scalable solution process.
We therefore propose to solve the ILP made only of the columns generated in
order to reach the optimal solution of the linear relaxation of the restricted master
problem, using the ILP solver of CPlex. Let zlp (resp. z˜ilp) be the optimal value of
the linear relaxation of the restricted master problem (resp. the value of the integer
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Algorithm 4.2 Solution of the CG-ILP model
Step 1. Initialization
Build a set of initial conﬁgurations in order to set an initial Restricted Master
Problem (RMP).
Step 2. Solution of the linear relaxation of the master problem
Solve the LP relaxation of the current RMP
opt ← .false.
while opt = false do
opt ← .true.
for each source node vs do
Solve PPvs
if cost(PPvs) < 0 then
opt ← .false.
Add the improving conﬁguration associated with PPvs to the current RMP




Step 3. Deriving an optimal or a near optimal integer solution
Solve the ILP model made of the current set of columns (variables) of the RMP,
using either a branch-and-bound technique or a rounding oﬀ technique.




measures the accuracy of the integer solution. In practice, for the reported results,
we observed less than 1% gap, i.e., the integer solution is indeed an optimal one or
near to optimal.
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4.3 Performance Evaluation of min-ACRWA
A performance evaluation of min-ACRWA model has been conducted on diﬀerent
European network topologies, comprising of 28 nodes and diﬀerent numbers of bidi-
rectional links (EU-base, EU-dense, and EU-sparse topologies) , as depicted in Figure
4.1.
We have considered the following four protection schemes under single link failures
scenario:
CSP Classical Shared Path protection, i.e., the working and backup path has
same ﬁxed (given) destination.
SPR Shared Path protection with Relocation, i.e, the working path destination
is ﬁxed (given) and backup path can be any server node (vsvr ∈ V svr).
CSP-A Classical Shared Path protection with Anycast, i.e., the destination can be
any server node but the same for both working and backup paths.
SPR-A Shared Path protection with Relocation and Anycast, i.e., the destination
for both paths can be two server nodes (not necessarily the same).
Traﬃc instances were generated as follows: for a given number, say |K|, of job
requests, we randomly select |K| pair of (source & destination) nodes vs ∈ V \ V svr
and vsvr ∈ V svr for CSP and SPR case (for CSP-A and SPR-A only the source
node is selected). The number of times a source node is selected gives the number
of job requests originating from that node. Nodes which are hosting server nodes are
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excluded.
We consider diﬀerent sets of ﬁxed server nodes: V svr3 = {London, Vienna, Berlin},
V svr5 = V svr3 ∪ {Lyon, Zurich}, V svr7 = V svr5 ∪ {Munich, Zagreb}.
We use the IBM ILOG CPlex solver (release 11) to solve the ILP models under a
C++ implementation. All programs have been run on a cluster server node with 1
CPU of 2.2 GHz AMD Opteron 64-bit processor, 8GB RAM. In the forthcoming ﬁg-
ures, each data point corresponds to average results over 10 random traﬃc instances.
4.3.1 Quality of the Solutions
First, we discuss the case where source and destination is given in the CSP and SPR
protection schemes, and then CSP-A and SPR-A where only source node is given.
CSP and SPR
We have compared our CG-ILP formulation with classical ILP [6], and heuristic [7]
on European network topology considering diﬀerent protection schemes under single
link failure. Before we go into the details of the comparative performances of the
diﬀerent methods on large demand instances, we ﬁrst evaluate the results on small
instances. In Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, we plotted the total number of wavelengths,
which the diﬀerent methods output for the optimized capacity value, with a number
of requests varying from 5 to 20. In all plots, ILP refers to the ILP model of [6], [28],
and CG to the CG-ILP model of Section 4.2, and Heuristic to the heuristic of [28].
For demand sets with more than 11 demands, diﬃculties start to appear when it
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(a) EU-base Network Topology (b) EU-dense Network Topology
(c) EU-sparse Network Topology
Figure 4.1: European network topologies.
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Figure 4.2: CSP: Total number of wavelengths.
comes to solving the classical ILP model for the CSP scheme, in a reasonable time
frame. Indeed, out of the 10 solved instances, there were always one or two instances
which could not be solved within the 72 hours time limit we set ourselves. This is
why for demand set with more than 15 requested connections, we did not use the
classical ILP model anymore.
The heuristic performs quite well, but with comparable computing times, and
solutions of slightly inferior quality than CG, when the number of requests remain
small. We calculated the average gap for the request size range 5 to 13 (since the
ILP average does not include all 10 instances for demands beyond 13 requests). With
respect to the comparison between the two protection schemes, there is only a gap
of 2.46% in the CSP and 1.11% in the SPR case if we compare the values of the
ILP with the CG solutions. The heuristic generates inferior results compared to ILP:
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Figure 4.3: SPR: Total number of wavelengths.
On average, a diﬀerence of 8.63% for CSP, 8.15% for SPR. Comparing the results
generated by the CG method and the heuristic, we come to the conclusion that the
gap between their optimized solutions remains fairly constant: For CSP, there is a
diﬀerence of 5.48% and for SPR, it is 5.71%. This leads us to the conclusion that the
CG has an output which estimates the optimal output very well and the heuristic has
suboptimal solutions, which are of satisfactory quality.
For large size instances, the trend is fairly similar as shown in Figure 4.4 where
we plotted the total number of wavelengths for the demand sets with 50 to 300
requested connections. We ascertain that the diﬀerence between the total number of
wavelengths for the heuristic and CG averages to 4.99% for the CSP case and 6.92%
for SPR.



























Number  of   Requests
Heuristic-SPR waves CG-SPR, waves Heuristic-CSP waves CG-CSP, waves
Figure 4.4: CSP & SPR: Total number of wavelengths for large instances.
for large traﬃc demand instances: relocation impacts the network dimension by in-
troducing a network load reduction (NLR). Here, it amounts to ±22%, independently
of the requested number of connections.
Although we did not develop a branch-and-price algorithm for solving exactly the
CG-ILP model, we get fairly small optimality gaps (diﬀerence between the value of
the incumbent solution1 and the lower bound provided by the LP solution of the last
generated RMP), i.e., smaller than 1% on average, for the solutions output by the
CG-ILP model.
1Optimal ILP solution of the last RMP of the column generation algorithm.
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CSP-A and SPR-A
Next, we are comparing the CSP-A with SPR-A protection schemes, and again on
European EU-base (Figure 4.1(a)) topology with 5 server resource locations (V svr5).
We will also compare the diﬀerent number of resources such as 3 , 5, and 7 to analyze
the impact of various number of resources. ﬁnally, we will compare the three diﬀerent
network topologies (Figure 4.1) to see the impact of diﬀerent number of links.
If we now look at the CSP-A and SPR-A protection schemes, where the server
location is not given at the outset. We have compared here CG-ILP with heuristic
H1 [7], and we have also developed heuristic H2 (see Algorithm 4.1), the results are
described in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. We have noted that CG-ILP has an optimality gap
< 0.5% which means we get optimal solutions from a practical point of view. In both
ﬁgures, we provide the relative performances of the two heuristics, H1 and H2, with







where cost denotes the cost value found by the  model/algorithm. Comparisons
are made in Figure 4.5 for the CSP-A protection scheme , and in Figure 4.6 for the
SPR-A protection scheme. The key observations are that the H1 heuristic provides
better solutions than the H2 heuristic, but at the expense of longer computing times,
as discussed below. Indeed, for both protection schemes, the H1 heuristic provides
solutions with an average of 5% accuracy, compared to the CG-ILP solutions, while
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Figure 4.5: Performances of H1 and H2 compared to CG-ILP under CSP-A.
We observe that both CG-ILP and H2 algorithms are not sensitive to the number
of requests, with H2 being much faster than CG-ILP, as shown in Figure 4.7. On
the other hand, H1 is increasing with the number of requests, and when the number
of requests exceeds 500, H1 has higher computing times than CG-ILP. As shown by
the results depicted in Figure 4.7, H1 provides better solutions than H2. However,
when accuracy is not a major concern, but routes need to be found very fast, H2 is






















































Figure 4.6: Performances of H1 and H2 compared to CG-ILP under SPR-A.
4.3.2 Inﬂuence of the Number of Server Sites and the Topol-
ogy
Number of servers We compare here the performances of the CG-ILP algorithm
with diﬀerent numbers of resources (server nodes): 3, 5, and 7. Running time results
are shown in Figure 4.8 (resp. 4.9) for the CSP-A (resp. SPR-A) protection scheme.
We observe, that for the CSP-A scheme, computing times are higher for 5 server
locations than for 3, while computing times for 3 are higher than those for 7 server
locations. For the SPR-A scheme, the running times with 3 server nodes are higher
than with 5, and running times with 5 server nodes are higher than those with 7 server
locations. We made experiments with another data set, where the Berlin server was














































Figure 4.7: Running time for SPR-A protection scheme.
running times. Therefore, from the two case studies, no clear trend can be observed
in run-time dependency on the number of server sites.
Impact of the topology connectivity We next analyze the eﬀect of the topology.
For doing so, we considered the European networks comprising the same number of
nodes, but with diﬀerent number of links (i.e., connectivity). We again considered
the case for 5 server sites. Consequently, we investigate the performance of algorithm
CG-ILP on the 3 topologies of the European network (see Figure 4.1) described at
the beginning of Section 4.3: EU-base, EU-dense, EU-sparse with an average node
degree of 2.93, 4.21, and 2.5 respectively. Contrarily to the number of server sites,
the topology seems a lot more inﬂuential, where a highly meshed network severely















































3 Resources 5 Resources 7 Resources
Figure 4.8: Comparison of the running times for diﬀerent numbers of server nodes on
the EU-base topology (CG-ILP algorithm) under CSP-A scheme.
expected, since the number of possible paths increases.
Bandwidth savings by exploiting relocation Lastly, we compared the band-
width requirements of CSP-A and SPR-A, depending on the number of server nodes
and the network topology. In Figure 4.11, we plotted the bandwidth savings that
result from using the SPR-A scheme rather than the CSP-A scheme, using the ra-
tio (bandwidth (CSP-A) – bandwidth (SPR-A)) / bandwidth (SPR-A). In all cases,
there are meaningful bandwidth savings, which is rather stable with the number of
job requests (experiments have been conducted for 50 up to 400 requests). On aver-
age, it is around 13% for 3 and 5 servers, and increases to around 21% for 7 servers.
Indeed, the more servers, the more ﬂexibility for an anycast scheme. With respect to















































3 Resources 5 Resources 7 Resources
Figure 4.9: Comparison of the running times for diﬀerent numbers of server nodes on
the EU-base topology (CG-ILP algorithm under SPR-A).
density is decreasing (see Figure 4.12) , i.e., bandwidth savings go from an average
of 7% on a EU-dense topology, to an average of 13% for the EU-base topology, and
then to above 21% for the EU-sparse topology.
4.4 Data Sets
In this study, we experimented four protection schemes (CSP, SPR, CSP-A, SPR-
A) with diﬀerent topologies (Eu-base, Eu-sparse, Eu-dense), and three sets of server
nodes (data centers), i.e., V 3, V 5, and V 7. We concluded that our CG-ILP formu-
lations saves upto 20% bandwidth units from classical unicast routing to anycast
routing. We have also compared CG-ILP formulations with heuristic and it improves
















































Figure 4.10: Impact of the topology connectivity (CG-ILP algorithm): Running times
for the SPR-A protection scheme.
4.5 Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG)
We have studied the survivable optical grid network under single link failure. However,
there may exist a bundle of ﬁbers (links) which are buried together or in the same
duct or pass through the same bridge [73]. Thus, these links may fail at the same
time.
A subset of links which has the same risk of failures is known as Shared Risk Link
Group (SRLG). SRLG can also be applied for double link failures or any other subset
of links / nodes sharing a common risk, called general SRLG [66].
In order to provide the survivability under SRLG failures, the pricing problem of
min-ACRWA model can be modiﬁed as follows. Let Lsrlg be a SRLG set of link, and





















































3 Resources 5 Resources 7 Resources
Figure 4.11: SPR-A vs. CSP-A protection schemes depending on the # of server
nodes on the EU-base topology with respect to the number of bandwidth units –
(CSP-A - SPR-A) / CSP-A.













pb′ ≤ 1 Lsrlg ∈ L : ( and ′ are opposite to each other).
(4.20)
We have developed the min-ACRWA formulation with single link failure (in Sec-
tion 4.2), Now we are discussing the single node failure. There are two ways to make
























































Figure 4.12: SPR-A vs. CSP-A protection schemes depending on the density of the
network topology with 5 server sites with respect to the number of bandwidth units
– (CSP-A - SPR-A) / CSP-A.
intermediate nodes only, and the alternative is to provide protection on intermediate
nodes as well as on the destination node (i.e., server node). This alternative method
leads to the protection of network resources and computing resources. Note that node
failure also covers the link failure.
In order to provide intermediate node protection in the previous model (Section
4.2), the master problem will remain the same, and the link disjoint constraints (4.7)





















′ ≤ 1  ∈ ω(v), v = vs (4.23)
( and ′ are opposite to each other).
If we want to include the server node failure, then we have to add constraints (4.24)
in the case of SPR-A protection scheme.
dwv + d
b





An optical grid network provides high speed communications for large scale applica-
tions and services may require an ultra-high bit rate network services at the order of
the transmission capacity of the network infrastructures. In the context of resilient
optical grids, we investigate how to maximize the grade of services for given transport
capacities, while maximizing the protection level.
This chapter presents scalable optimization models, solved with the help of Col-
umn Generation (CG) technique, for maximizing IT services under limited link trans-
port capacities. We assume the use of the anycast routing principle to identify the
server nodes for executing the jobs, and a shared path protection mechanism in or-
der to oﬀer protection against single link/node failures. We also investigate diﬀerent
calculation methods of the link transport capacities in order to maximize the grade
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of services, while taking into account the bandwidth requirements.
Computational results are presented on diﬀerent traﬃc distributions. They show
that the proposed link dimensioning can save more than 35% bandwidth in optical
grid networks, in comparison with the classical link dimensioning strategies. We also
investigate the diﬀerent protection schemes against single link failures, single node
failures, single server node failures, single node and server node failures. Further,
we compare their bandwidth requirements, as well as their impact on the grade of
services (GoS).
Results show that there is no signiﬁcant increase of the bandwidth requirements
and no meaningful impact on the GoS when moving from a single link protection
scheme to a single node (including server nodes) protection scheme. This work is
published in “Ultra Modern Telecommunications and Control Systems andWorkshops
(ICUMT), 2011” [34] and an extension of that work has been published in the journal
of “Telecommunication Systems” [59].
5.1 Optimization Models for Diﬀerent Levels of
Protections
Again, the original optimization model is decomposed around two problems, solved
alternatively and in sequence in a column generation framework, One of them is the so-
called restricted master problem which selects the best conﬁgurations, among the set
of already generated conﬁgurations, in order to maximize the objective, i.e., the grade
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of services in this study. We distinguish the master problem from the restricted master
problem. The master problem contains all potential conﬁgurations: it is a theoretical
problem in the sense that it cannot be solved assuming all conﬁgurations are made
explicit. The restricted master is a ”subversion” of the master problem, where only a
very small subset of conﬁgurations are explicitly embedded. Of course, the objective
is to ﬁnd the optimal solution of the master problem, using an implicit enumeration
of all potential conﬁgurations, thanks to the column generation techniques.
The second problem corresponds to a series of so-called pricing problems, each
associated with a single source node, which generates ”augmenting” conﬁgurations,
i.e., conﬁgurations such that, if added to the current restricted master problem, im-
proves the value of its objective value. The optimization model relies on so-called
conﬁgurations, deﬁned in 4.2.2.
The network topology and traﬃc modeled is similar as discussed in 4.1. Let the
optical grid be deﬁned by its set of nodes, V , indexed by v, and its set of directed
links, L, indexed by  . We assume that each link has a transport capacity of W
wavelengths, and that there are some nodes hosting a server vsvr ∈ V svr (or a data
center). The deﬁnition of the link transport capacities is described in Section 5.2.1.
Let V s be the job requests vector, indexed by vs, and Dv is equal to the number of
requested jobs originating from vs ∈ V \ V svr. Note that it is not useful to consider
demands originating from a node where a server is located, at least with respect to
the link transport capacities. We assume that the granting of those requests only
depend on the availability of resources on the server located at the node from which
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they originate.
We ﬁrst describe the details of the Restricted Master Problem (RMP), followed
by the pricing problem and their solution method. Note that, the restricted problem
and the pricing problems are solved alternatively, and feed on each other until the
optimality conditions are met.
5.1.1 Master Problem
The master problem uses two sets of variables, zc ∈ Z+, such that component vector
zc is equal to the number of copies of conﬁgurations c, and b
b
 ∈ Z+, counting the
backup sharing bandwidth units on their associated link. pwc and p
b
c correspond to
the parameters in the RMP but to variables in the pricing problems. Note that they
are same as we have discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1.
The objective function aims at maximizing the number of granted requests, and





There are three sets of constraints in the master problem. The ﬁrst two sets of
constraints are the same as min-ACRWA model in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1, and the
third set of constraints ensures the capacity of each link (W).
The ﬁrst set of constraints ensures the selected set of conﬁgurations for each source
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node vs ∈ V s, must not exceeds than the requested size (Dv).
∑
c∈Cv
zc ≤ Dv vs ∈ V s. (5.2)





c′ zc ≤ bb′ ′,  ∈ L : ′ = . (5.3)
Note that, this constraint compute the backup capacity in the sharing mode, i.e., if
two or more working paths are link disjoint, then they can share the same backup
capacity, as shown in Figure 5.1. Therein, solid lines represent working paths and
dashed lines represent backup paths. The bandwidth link requirements of the backup
path computation for the illustrated working paths (v1, v2, v4 with 3 units and v3, v4
with 5 units) are: 2=3, 5=5, and 6=5.
The third set of constraints checks that the overall required capacity (primary
and backup) does not exceed the available transport capacity for each link. The
value of the W parameters can be calculated using the proposed transport capacity
calculation methods, which are described in Subsection 5.2.1.
∑
c∈C
pwc zc + b
b
 ≤ W  ∈ L. (5.4)
Recall that while the master problem (MP) includes all possible conﬁgurations,
the Restricted Master Problem (RMP) is made of a very small subset of promising
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v1 v3










Figure 5.1: An example of computing the shared backup path.
conﬁgurations. Note that the job requests with the same origin are not necessarily
processed on the same server nodes, and consequently, there might be multiple pri-
mary paths for each source node. There even might be several primary paths between
the same pair of source and destination nodes, due to bandwidth requirements. We
assume each job (or aggregation of jobs) transfer requires a whole wavelength per
link, referred to as bandwidth unit.
5.1.2 Pricing Problem
The second element in the decomposition induced by the column generation model
corresponds to the so-called Pricing Problems (PP). Here, there are as many diﬀerent
ones as the number of source nodes. In addition, pricing problems diﬀer from one
iteration to the next, as the values of the dual variables diﬀer from one iteration to
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the next. Note that each pricing problem takes care of the requests originating from
one particular source node.
We denote by PPvs the pricing problem associated with source node v
s. When
solving the pricing problem, we either ﬁnd a new conﬁguration which, if added to
the RMP, may improve the value of the current cost (objective function) of the RMP
(Restricted Master Problem), or we move to the solution of the next pricing problem.
If, after solving all pricing problems, we have been unable to generate a single aug-
menting conﬁguration, we can then conclude that we have reached the optimal value
of the LP relaxation of the master problem.
We now state the expression of the pricing problem PPvs associated with source
node vs, starting with its objective function. It corresponds to the so-called reduced
cost [15], whose expression depends on the values of the dual variables of the current
restricted master problem. Let u
(5.2)
vs be the value of the dual variable associated with
constraint (5.2-vs), u
(5.3)
′ be the value of the dual variable associated with constraint
(5.3-′), and u(5.4) be the value of the dual variable associated with constraint (5.4-).
This PPvs also contains the same set of variables described in Chapter 4, Section
4.2.2, i.e., pw for the working path, p
b
 for the protection path, d
w
v for the working
server, dbv for the backup server, and p
wb
′ for the linearization of the objective term.
The expression of the reduced cost of PPvs , to be maximized, can be written as
follows:






























+1 if v = vs
−dwv if v ∈ V svr
0 otherwise









+1 if v = vs
−dbv if v ∈ V svr
0 otherwise
v ∈ V (5.7)
where ω+(v) (resp. ω−(v)) denotes the set of outgoing (resp. incoming) links
at node v. Each constraint considers three cases: (i) v is a source node, (ii) v is a
destination (candidate server) node, and (iii) v is an intermediate node diﬀerent from
a source/destination node.
In the previous set of ﬂow constraints, we consider potential routing to all desig-
nated server nodes, and the next two sets of constraints ensure the selection of exactly
one server (destination) node for the primary and the backup paths:
∑
v∈V svr
dwv = 1 (5.8)
∑
v∈V svr
dbv = 1. (5.9)
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As can be observed in expression (5.5) of the objective function of PPvs , there
is a nonlinear term pw p
b







Linearization constraints are written as follows:
pwb′ ≥ pw + pb′ − 1 ′,  ∈ L :  = ′ (5.10)
pwb′ ≤ pw ′,  ∈ L :  = ′ (5.11)
pwb′ ≤ pb′ ′,  ∈ L :  = ′. (5.12)
Note that, due to the maximization of the reduced cost, constraints (5.11) and (5.12)
are not necessary (i.e., are redundant).
After adding constraints (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12), the non-linear objective ex-
pression (5.5) can be rewritten as follows (linearize expression):

















Protection against single link failures: The basic protection oﬀers protection
against any single link failure and is ensured with the following set of constraints:
pw + p
b
 ≤ 1  ∈ L (5.14)
pw + p
b
′ ≤ 1 , ′ ∈ L : ( and ′ are opposite to each other) (5.15)
which guarantee that primary and backup paths are link disjoint.
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Protection against single link or intermediate node failure: In order to
ensure such a protection, primary and backup paths need to be node disjoint. It is












pb ≤ 1 v ∈ V svr ∪ {vs}, v ∈ V. (5.17)
Note that, in addition, the above constraints ensure that paths are loop-less. Observe
also that the case where there is no intermediate node in a path, i.e., if the source
node is directly connected to a server node, is included in the proposed modeling.
Protection against single link or node or server node failure: In order to
include server node protection, we must force the server node selection to be diﬀerent
for the primary and backup paths. This comes in addition to the previous constraints,
and is expressed as follows:
dwv + d
b
v ≤ 1 v ∈ V svr. (5.18)
5.1.3 Solution of the CG-ILP Formulation
A column generation solution of max-ACRWA is similar as for min-ACRWA (dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3), except the diﬀerence of reduced cost test. In case
of minimization, we check if reduced cost (cost) is less than 0 (negative) than we add
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the conﬁguration (column) in the restricted master problem. As a contrast, in case
of maximization, if cost is greater than 0 (positive), than we add the conﬁguration
in the restricted master problem. We have also use the same technique for obtaining
integer solution, and we observe that, there was no gap between the LP and ILP
results. A diagram of alternatively solution of the master and the pricing problem is





Restricted Master         …  
  Problem (RMP) 
Add configuration(s) (column(s)) 
Pricing Problem 
(maximization) 
If (reduced cost) > 0  
No 
Convert  LP RMP 
to ILP and solve  
yes 
Figure 5.2: Column Generation algorithm for max-ACRWA.
5.2 Performance Evaluation of max-ACRWA
This section is subdivided into four subsections. In Subsection 5.2.1, we discuss the
network and job request instances, as well as the methods we use in order to set
the link transport capacities. In Subsection 5.2.2, we compare the Grade of Services
(GoS) and the bandwidth requirements under diﬀerent protection schemes, i.e., single
link vs. single intermediate node vs. single node failures. Note that single intermedi-
ate node and single node (intermediate and server node) failures include single link
failures. The impact of the number of servers is investigated in Subsection 5.2.3. In
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Subsection 5.2.4, we investigate the impact of the diﬀerent link transport capacity
calculation methods, on the grade of services and the bandwidth requirements.
5.2.1 Network and Traﬃc Instances
Experiments were conducted in order to validate the model proposed in Section 5.1,
and then to evaluate the performance of a grid network under various traﬃc loads
(uniform and non-uniform), in terms of grade of services and of bandwidth require-
ments. Comparisons are also made in order to evaluate the impact of link vs. node
protection on the bandwidth requirements.
Implementation of the model was done in C++ with the help of ILOG CPlex for
solving the (integer) linear programs. Programs were run on a single node with Intel
Xeon E5462 quad-core processors 3 GHz, each with 8 GB RAM.
We used the European network topology (28 nodes and 41 bidirectional links)
with two diﬀerent sets of resource centers (i.e., server nodes):
V 3eu = {London, Vienna, Berlin}, or
V 5eu = V
3
eu ∪ {Lyon, Zurich}.
We also use the Germany network topology (50 nodes and 88 bidirectional links),
shown in Figure 5.3. We assume server resources are installed as follows:
V 3ger = {Braunschweig, Frankfurt and Muenchen}, or
V 5ger = V
3
ger ∪ {Dortmund, Erfurt}.
We generated various randomly generated traﬃc instances with a variable number
(100 up to 1,000) job/service requests. Instances are incrementally generated: the set
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of 100 requests is a subset of the 200 request set, and so forth. We do not consider
requests such that their origin correspond to a server nodes v ∈ V svr as such requests
can be straightforwardly granted (assuming the capacity of the server nodes is not a
bottleneck issue).
We considered two types of traﬃc distribution, uniform and non-uniform. The
non-uniform distribution takes care of the number of users/jobs associated with each







where populationvs denotes the number of users around node v
s and where Over-
all Demand represents the overall number of job requests. Recall that (see beginning
of Section 5.1.1 for the explanations) that Dv = 0 if v ∈ V svr. Therefore, the ratio of
server nodes demands is randomly distributed to other nodes (v /∈ V svr).
We next discuss how to set the link transport capacities. We consider two main
ways for setting the link transport capacities, dist-cap and pwr2-cap, which are
next described. Both ways aim at identifying power of 2 values of the transport
capacities [37].
dist-cap: We set the link transport capacities, considering that the links
which are closer to the server nodes require higher transport capacities. This way,
transport capacity W depends on the overall number of job/service requests and its
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hop-distance toward the closest server node(s) (ties are arbitrarily broken):
W = Constant× Overall Number of Job Requests
100× (2hop-distance towards closest node server) .
An example of the link transport capacity calculation on a network topology
sample is illustrated in Figure 5.4, where Constant = 4. Let us assume that there are
200 job requests over the grid. Both nodes vd1 and vd2 host a server. For links 1 and
6 (see Figure 5.4), we get:
W1 = 4×
200
100× 20 = 8,
W6 = 4×
200
100× 21 = 4,
and so on.
Similarly, we have used Constant = 16 for European and Constant = 12 for
Germany network topologies in the subsequent experiments.
Constant value was set based on various experiments in order to estimate its best
value so as to get a reasonable grade of services. In contrast to assigning the same
transport capacity on each link, such a transport capacity calculation reduces by more
than 35% the bandwidth requirement, without a meaningful eﬀect on the GoS.
pwr2-cap: We ﬁrst compute the required number of wavelengths on each
link, assuming a shortest path routing (sp-pwr2-cap), or an optimal routing (op-
pwr2-cap) for all requests. Let req-cap[] be the resulting capacity value. Then,
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we consider two diﬀerent ways of computing W, which are next described.
sp-round-pwr2-cap or op-round-pwr2-cap: W is set to the rounded value of
req-cap[] to the closest power of 2, so that 3 and 5 are rounded to 4 = 22, values
6 to 11 are rounded to 8 = 23, and so on.
sp-alea-pwr2-cap or op-alea-pwr2-cap: W is set to
alea {round down pwr2(req-cap), round up pwr2(req-cap)}
where round down pwr2 (resp. round up pwr2) corresponds to rounding down
(resp. up) to the closest power of 2 value, and where alea {a, b} is a function which
randomly selects either a or b.
It consequently leads to four possible transport capacity computations:
op-round-pwr2-cap: op-pwr2-cap, then round to the closest power of 2
value.
sp-round-pwr2-cap: sp-pwr2-cap, then round to the closest power of 2
value.
op-alea-pwr2-cap: op-pwr2-cap, then randomly select either the rounded
down value (the closest lower value which is a power of 2) or the rounded up value
(the closest upper value which is a power of 2).
sp-alea-pwr2-cap: sp-pwr2-cap, then randomly select either the rounded
down value or the rounded up value of power2.
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5.2.2 Protection Schemes, GoS and Bandwidth Requirements
Using the uniform traﬃc distributions, we compare the Grade of Services (GoS) ac-
cording to the selected protection scheme on the European and the Germany network
topologies. Link transport capacities are set using the dist-cap method.
We compared the following three protection schemes: single link failure, single
node (intermediates only) failure, and single node including server node failure. Note
that the second and third protection schemes also include the protection against
single link failures. Experiments were conducted on the European and the Germany
networks, for diﬀerent numbers of job/service requests.
Results are summarized in Figure 5.5, where the height of each vertical bar corre-
sponds to the average, over 10 traﬃc instances, of the number of granted job requests,
in percentage, for a given protection scheme, see the legend in Figure 5.5. Results
show that there are no signiﬁcant diﬀerences for the grade of services values under
the three diﬀerent protection scenarios for both network topologies, independently of
the number of jobs. These can be explained by the values of the capacity constraints
and would deﬁnitely changed if transport capacities had smaller values.
Additionally, we had a look to the bandwidth requirements. We noted that pro-
tection against single node failures use 3% more bandwidth capacity in the European
(and 2% in the Germany) network topology than protection against single link fail-
ures. In brief, average hop count (i.e., number of links) of the working and backup
paths for the job requests is 4.58, 4.77, and 4.87 for the European (resp. 6.85, 7.01,
and 7.05 for the Germany) network topology for single link, intermediate node, and
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intermediate and server node failures, respectively.
Execution times are smaller than 2 minutes for the European network while they
can reach up to 103 minutes for the Germany network.
5.2.3 Impact of the Number of Servers
Again we use the uniform traﬃc, to analyze the GoS with diﬀerent number of servers
(V 3 and V 5) on European and Germany network topologies. Link transport capacities
are set using the dist-cap method described in Section 5.2.1.
We ﬁrst investigate the impact of the number of servers, i.e., 3 versus 5 server
nodes, on GoS. In Figure 5.6, we provide the GoS (in percentage) for various numbers
of job requests, up to 1,000 requests for the European network, up to 400 for the
Germany network. Again, each bar height corresponds to an average value over a
set of 10 traﬃc instances. On average, we observe that, with the server location
set V 5eu, 2% more job requests are granted than with V
3
eu, while with V
5
ger, 5% more
requests are granted than with V 3ger, see Subsection 5.2.1 for the deﬁnition of the
server location sets. Furthermore, the average required number of hops (i.e., links)
with V 3eu (resp. V
3
ger) is 4.98 (resp. 7.22) for the European (resp. Germany) network.
5.2.4 Comparison of Link Capacity Methods
We next compare the grade of services depending on the method for setting the
link transport capacities. Experiments were conducted using both uniform and non-
uniform traﬃc demands on the European network topology.
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GoS results are ﬁrst shown for uniform traﬃc in Figure 5.7, under a single node
failure protection scheme. We observe, see Fig. 5.7, that the rounding to the closest
pwr2-cap (op-round-pwr2-cap and sp-round-pwr2-cap) has a higher GoS
(92.06% and 92.56%) than the dist-cap and than the randomized pwr2-cap (op-
alea-pwr2-cap and sp-alea-pwr2-cap) calculation methods. On the other hand,
dist-cap leads to a better GoS (88.12%) than the random pwr2-cap (81.25% and
84.09%). This leads to the conclusion that pwr2-cap with the rounding methods
to the closest power of 2 values is a good choice for the optical grid dimensioning in
the case of uniform traﬃc.
Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) show the assigned (transport capacity) and eﬀectively
used capacity, respectively. While dist-cap leads to higher reserved (spare) and
used capacity, i.e., average of 5.56 and 4.75 bandwidth units per connection, the op-
xxx-pwr2-cap calculations leads to the lowest reserved (spare) and used capacity
(reserved 3.22, 3.45; used 3.20, 3.45 bandwidth units, on average). The conclusion is
then that op-xxx-pwr2-cap with the rounding to the closest power of 2 value is a
promising method with respect to: GoS, reserved and used capacity.
In Table 5.1 we report the minimum, maximum and average execution times (in
seconds). These results indicate that, when the transport capacity decreases, the
optimization process takes more time.
All the aforementioned results have been obtained with uniform traﬃc instances.
We next discuss some results for non-uniform traﬃc instances. Figure 5.10 shows
the grade of services of the diﬀerent pwr2-cap methods. The op-xxx-pwr2-cap
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Unit dist-cap op-round-pwr2-cap sp-round-pwr2-cap op-alea-pwr2-cap sp-alea-pwr2-cap
Minimum 105 250 112 251 112
Maximum 182 1,358 292 1,010 270
Average 145 539 175 478 172
Table 5.1: Execution time (sec.).
calculations leads to the highest GoS (92%). They require less reserved/spare or used
bandwidth, as can be seen in Figure 5.9. The execution times follow the same trends
as for the uniform traﬃc.
Finally, we can conclude that the op-xxx-pwr2-cap calculations provide the
highest GoS while requiring less bandwidth for both types of traﬃc instances, i.e.,
whether uniform or non-uniform.
5.3 Data Sets
We experimented two topologies, i.e, European and Germany network topologies,
upto 1000 job requests and our CG-ILP formulations solved optimally within reason-
able time. These experiments were conducted with uniform and non-uniform traﬃc
data sets under diﬀerent level of protection schemes. Additionally, we have also
proposed diﬀerent link capacity formulations and it led upto 35% bandwidth units
reduction.
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Figure 5.6: Grade of Services under two diﬀerent selections of node servers, with





















































































Figure 5.8: Variation of the bandwidth requirements with the transport capacity










































Figure 5.9: Variation of the bandwidth requirements with the transport capacity
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We have already proposed scalable optimization models in Chapters 4 and 5 for
the capacitated and the uncapacitated networks, respectively. The objective in the
uncapacitated network is to minimize the total required bandwidth units for a given
data set. In contrast, the objective in the capacitated network is to maximize the
grade of service (GoS) under limited link transport capacities. Note that, in both
cases, the locations of the server nodes are given.
In this chapter, we again address a dimensioning problem by adding the server
node location to the link dimensioning for optical grid/cloud networks: given a set
of traﬃc requests, determine (i) the link transport capacities, and (ii) the location of
server nodes (data centers). Therein, we propose joint optimization models for the
locations of servers while ﬁnding the paths (working and backup). The objective is
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to minimize the total required bandwidth units under the constraints of satisfying all
the job requests.
Notations for topology and traﬃc input for the modeling are the same as discussed
in Chapter 4, Section 4.1. Note that, the number of server nodes (ns) is given, and
their locations will be an output of the optimization process.
We are interested in resilient optical grids, and therefore, in this study, we will
investigate four failure scenarios, described below.
• Single Link Failure Scenario 1: Protection against any single link failure.
• Single Link or Server Node Failure Scenario 2: Scenario 1, with the additional
protection against any single server node failure.
• Single Link or Node or Server Node Failure Scenario 3: Scenario 2, with the
additional protection against any intermediate node failure.
• Single Link or Node or Server Node or Server Failure Scenario 4: Scenario 3,
with the additional protection against any single server failure.
Observe that Scenarios 1 and 3 are the same as we have discussed in Chapter 5,
Scenario 2 adds server node failure in Scenario 1, and the last scenario adds the
server (resource) failure in Scenario 3. A Scenario 4 example is shown in Figure 6.1.
There, if the server located in v1 fails, we need to reroute the requests originating from
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v1, but also the requests which have been directed to the server located at v1, i.e.,
the requests originating from v2, so that the protection bandwidth requirement on
(v5, v6) amounts to 4 units. Similarly, if the server located in v6 fails, the protection
bandwidth requirement on link (v2, v1) is 7 units.
Figure 6.1: Model I: Conﬁgurations for single link or node or server node or server
failure Scenario 4.
We have developed three diﬀerent decomposition models, presented each in a
separate section, followed by their solution methods and numerical results.
6.1 CG-ILP Model I: Path Pair Based Conﬁgura-
tions
The ﬁrst proposed model relies on a decomposition model, which is an extension
of the model proposed in Chapter 4, with the addition of the selection of the best
locations for the servers. The decomposition relies on a set of conﬁgurations, where
each conﬁguration is associated with a source node vs, and made of a pair of one
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working and one backup path both originated at vs, except for the nodes which are
hosting a server, where we assume that the traﬃc will be served locally and thus
require no path. An example is sketch in Figure 6.2, where demands originating at
source node v10 can be accommodated by conﬁgurations c1 and c5 (either only one of
them, or distributed over the two of them). Similarly demands originating at node
v7 (resp. v4) can be accommodated by conﬁgurations c3 or c4 (resp. c2), and so on
Figure 6.2: Several conﬁguration examples for the single link failure scenario.




Cv, indexed by c, Cv set of conﬁgurations associated with source node v.
Parameters pwc refers to the working path link and p
b
c to the backup path link. Note
that these parameters are the same as we have deﬁned in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1,
other parameters are deﬁned as follows:
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pwcv = 1 if the working path goes through node v in conﬁguration c, 0 otherwise.
acv = 1 if node v is selected as a server location either by the working or the
backup path in conﬁguration c, 0 otherwise.
awcv = 1 if v is the server location of the working path in conﬁguration c.
Note that we build conﬁgurations for provisioning job requests originating from
any vs, which in a particular conﬁguration can be served at any of the possible server
locations. Yet, we will retain and select only the ones associated with the selected
server locations.
6.1.1 Master Problem
The master problem uses three sets of variables, zc ∈ Z+, such that component vector
zc is equal to the number of copies of conﬁgurations c, and b
b
 ∈ Z+, counting the
backup sharing bandwidth units on their associated link. Note that they are same as
we have discussed in the Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1. Third set of variables is yv ∈ {0, 1}
equals 1 if we set a server at node v, 0 otherwise. We ﬁrst present the master problem
for the ﬁrst failure scenario and then explain how to modify it for the second, third,
and fourth failure scenarios.
Single Link Failure Scenario 1





















c′ zc ≤ bb′ , ′ ∈ L : ′ ∈ {,opp()} (6.3)
∑
c∈Cv
acv zc ≤ M yv v ∈ V (6.4)
∑
v∈V
yv ≤ ns (6.5)
zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C (6.6)
bb ∈ Z+  ∈ L (6.7)
yv ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V. (6.8)
Constraints (6.2) are the demand constraints, which ensure that all requests are
assigned to and granted on a server. If node v hosts a server, we assume that all
the job requests originating from v are readily served by v, unless the server is oﬄine
due to some failures, a case which is not considered in a single link failure scenario.
Constraints (6.3) are used to compute the bandwidth requirement for link ′ in a
backup path. It is similar as constraints (4.3) in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1. Constraints
(6.3) are valid under the assumption that each conﬁguration contains a single pair of
working and protection paths, which are link or node disjoint depending on the failure
scenario under consideration. Constraints (6.4) prevent from selecting a conﬁguration
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in which node v has been selected as a server location when yv = 0. The maximum
number of data center locations is controlled in (6.5). Constraints (6.6) to (6.8) deﬁne
the domains of the variables.
Single Link or Server Node Failure Scenario 2
In order to provide failure Scenario 2, there is no change in the master problem.
Single Link or Node or Server Node Failure Scenario 3
The single link failure scenario model needs to be slightly modiﬁed in order to handle
the failure Scenario 3, which adds the single node or server node failures to the ﬁrst
scenario. The objective function remains unchanged, but we need to add the following
set of constraints in order to take into account the bandwidth requirements for the
backup paths associated with working paths that are not node disjoint. An example
of such a case is illustrated in Figure 6.3 with node v5 belonging to two diﬀerent
working paths, while the two backup paths share two links. Thus, the bandwidth
requirement on link  = (v8, v9) must account for both aﬀected paths under possible





c zc ≤ bb  ∈ L, v ∈ V. (6.9)
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Figure 6.3: Model I: Conﬁgurations for single link or node failure scenario.
Single Link or Node or Server Node or Server Failure Scenario 4
A backup path is now needed for the requests originating at a node where a server
is hosted. First, we need to modify the demand constraints (6.2), as we now need to
allow the selection of conﬁgurations with a backup path for the requests originating
from a node hosting a server location:
∑
c∈Cv
zc ≥ Dv v ∈ V s (6.10)
Next, in the computation of the amount of protection bandwidth that is needed,
we need to include the amount associated with the backup paths associated with





c zc ≤ bb  ∈ L, v = vsvr. (6.11)
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6.1.2 Pricing Problem
In this section, we will describe the pricing problems associated with the formulations
corresponding to each failure scenario. Indeed, we cannot solve the complete master
problems as described as they contain too many variables. One needs to recall that,
in practice, the key idea of column generation techniques is to work only with a very
small but meaningful subset of variables (or columns) of the master problem, forming
the so-called Restricted Master Problem (RMP), discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.
Whatever the failure scenario, each pricing problem (PP for short) corresponds
to one conﬁguration for one source node, denoted by PPvs , and outputs one backup
paths, and one working path if the source node does not host a server. Hence, in
order to alleviate the notations, we will omit the c index, in the sections describing
the pricing problems.
Single Link Failure Scenario 1
While pw and p
b
 designated parameters in the master problem, they now denote
variables in the pricing problem, and are used to ﬁnd a pair of working and backup
paths. Similarly, awv and a
b
v , and av = max{awv , abv} denote variables such that awv = 1
(resp. abv) if v is the location of the destination server of the working (resp. backup)
path under construction in the conﬁguration associated with the pricing problem.
Similarly, av = 1 if a server (either working or backup) is located at node v, 0
otherwise.
The objective function of the PPvs , i.e., the reduced cost of variable zc, for the
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vs ≥ 0, u(6.3)′ ≤ 0 and u(6.4)v ≤ 0 are the values of the dual variables associated
with constraint (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) respectively. Note that the dual values are
indexed with the constraint numbers they are associated with.









1− awv if v = vs
− awv otherwise









1− abv if v = vs
− abv otherwise







′ ≤ 1 , ′ ∈ L,  = ′( & ′ are opposite to each other) (6.15)
av ≥ awv v ∈ V (6.16)
av ≥ abv v ∈ V (6.17)∑
v∈V
awv ≤ 1 (6.18)
∑
v∈V
abv ≤ 1 (6.19)
pw , p
b





v ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V. (6.21)
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Constraints (6.13) and (6.14) are ﬂow conservation constraints in order to establish
working and backup paths. When we solve a given pricing problem for a given source
node vs, we do not know yet whether vs will host a server. In case vs hosts a server,
i.e., awvs = 1, then we do not need to generate a working path, hence the term 1− awvs
in the ﬁrst part of the case in constraints (6.13). Similarly for the backup path, if vs
hosts a server, there is no need of generating a backup path in a single link failure
scenario, hence the term 1− abvs in constraints (6.14). Note that, if abvs = 0, a better
solution can be found by setting abvs = 1, hence a contraction, therefore a
b
vs = 1 if
awvs = 1, and due to constraint (6.14), there is no backup path either, which is ﬁne in
the context of single link failure.
The pair of link disjoint working and backup paths is ensured by constraints (6.15).
The relationship av = max{awv , abv} is guaranteed by the combination of constraints
(6.16) and (6.17) and the minimization of the third term of objective expression,
see (6.12). Constraints (6.18) and (6.19) ensure that each path, working or backup,
has exactly one destination server. Again, the minimization of the ﬁrst and third
term in the objective (6.12) guarantees that those constraints are satisﬁed as equality
constraints in the optimal solution. Constraints (6.20) and (6.21) deﬁne the domains
of the variables.








′ and the following three sets of constraints:
pwb′ ≥ pw + pb′ − 1 , ′ ∈ L :  = ′ (6.22)
pw ≥ pwb′ , ′ ∈ L :  = ′ (6.23)
pb′ ≥ pwb′ , ′ ∈ L :  = ′. (6.24)
Note that the last two sets of constraints (6.23) and (6.24) are indeed redundant,
taking into account the objective (i.e., the reduced cost) of the pricing problem.
Single Link or Server Node Failure Scenario 2
Recall that, there is not any change from failure Scenario 1 to 2 in the master problem,
so that the expression of the reduced cost is the same. In order to add the server
node protection, following set of constraints must be added to ensure that diﬀerent
node locations are selected for the working and the backup servers:
awv + a
b
v ≤ 1 v = vs, v ∈ V. (6.25)
Single Link or Node or Server Node Failure Scenario 3
The expression of the reduced cost is modiﬁed due to the addition of the set of
constraints (6.9):















where u(6.9) = (u
(6.9)
v ≤ 0) is the dual value vector associated with constraints (6.9).
We can easily linearize the quadratic terms pwv p
b
′ in (6.26), in the same way we
linearized the quadratic terms pw p
b
′ in (6.12).
Aforementioned constraints are for a single link protection scheme. For a single
link or node or server node, constraints (6.15) need to be replaced by constraints






pb ≤ 1 v = vs, v ∈ V. (6.27)
Constraints (6.27) ensure that, for each node, there is at most one incoming link.
Note that, except for the source, constraints (6.27) also ensure protection against a
single server failure, except if there is a server located at the source node, this last
case will be dealt with in Scenario 4.
Single Link or Node or Server Node or Server Failure Scenario 4
The expression of the reduced cost is modiﬁed due to the addition of the set of
constraints (6.11):














where u(6.11) = (u
(6.11)
v ), with u
(6.11)
v ≤ 0 is the dual value vector associated with
constraints (6.11).











1 if v = vs
− abv otherwise
v ∈ V. (6.29)
Indeed, if the case of a server failure, a backup path needs to be provided for the
requests originating at its location, and it is ensured by (6.29).
6.2 CG-ILP Model II: Source Based Conﬁgura-
tions
In Model II, each conﬁguration is again related with a single source node, with the
diﬀerence that each source node demand is provisioned selecting a single conﬁguration.
Indeed, each conﬁguration may select one or more working paths and a single backup
path. The idea is to reduce the number of conﬁgurations to be generated, and to
deﬁne a decomposition where the diﬃculties of the master and pricing problems are
more balanced. Examples of conﬁgurations for Model II are depicted in Figure 6.4.
The variables (zc, b
b
 ) and parameters (acv, p
b
 ) have the same deﬁnition as in the
Model I in Section 6.1. The new variables and parameters are:
bv′ ∈ Z+ counts the number of backup units associated with source
node, v = vs, and link  to be protected by ′.















Figure 6.4: Model II: Conﬁgurations Example.
We ﬁrst present the master problem, then pricing problem.
6.2.1 Master Problem
The objective is the same as in Model I, but its mathematical expression diﬀers. It
























bv′ ≤ bb′ , ′ ∈ L :  ∈ {′,opp(′)} (6.33)
∑
c∈C
acv zc ≤ M yv v ∈ V (6.34)
∑
v∈V
yv ≤ ns (6.35)
zc ∈ {0, 1} c ∈ C (6.36)
bb ∈ Z+  ∈ L (6.37)
bv′ ∈ Z+ , ′ ∈ L :  ∈ {′,opp(′)}, v ∈ V s (6.38)
yv ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V. (6.39)
Constraints (6.31) ensure that at least single conﬁguration is selected for each
source node. Note that if a source node is selected as one of the server nodes, then
there is no need to accept any conﬁguration regarding the source node: this is ensured
by adding ﬁrst term, i.e., yv. The backup sharing is controlled in constraints (6.32)
and (6.33). The last two sets of constraints, (6.34) and (6.35), deﬁne the selection
of the server nodes and of their limits respectively. They are identical to constraints
(6.4) and (6.5). Constraints (6.36) to (6.39) deﬁne the domains of the variables.
6.2.2 Pricing Problem
Recall that each pricing problem corresponds to a single source, and there is also
possibility of multiple working paths and single backup path.
The reduced cost expression is similar to the previous model, except the change
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where u(6.31) ≥ 0, u(6.32)′ ≤ 0 and u(6.34)v ≤ 0 are the values of the dual variables
associated with constraints (6.31), (6.32) and (6.34), respectively.









Dv if v = v
s
−dv otherwise









1 if v = vs
−abv otherwise
v ∈ V (6.42)







′ ≤ 1 , ′ ∈ L :  = opp(′) (6.44)
abv ≤ av v ∈ V (6.45)
dv ≤ Mav v ∈ V (6.46)
∑
v∈V
abv ≤ 1 (6.47)
∑
v∈V
dv = Dv (6.48)
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ϕw ∈ Z+  ∈ L (6.49)
pw , p
b
 ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L (6.50)
dv ∈ Z+ v ∈ V (6.51)
abv , av ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V. (6.52)
The required demands Dv are satisﬁed by ﬂow constraints (6.41) for working
path(s). These paths may be selected on diﬀerent server nodes. Multiple paths are
indirectly enforced by dual values, if it increases the backup sharing. The variable
dv indicates the number of working path units on the server v. Next, constraints
(6.42) select single backup path. Note that the same comments apply for those ﬂow
constraints as for the ﬂow constraints of the pricing problems of Model I. Constraints
(6.43) set the value of pw , where 1 indicates that working path is provisioned on link
, and used for link disjoint paths and linearization in other constraints. Constraints
(6.44), (6.45), and (6.46) are the same or the equivalent of (6.15), (6.16) and (6.17)
in the pricing problem of Model I presented in Section 6.1. Required demands Dv are
ensured by constraints (6.48). The last four sets of constraints, (6.49) to (6.52) set
domains of the variables.
In order to linearize the third term of objective, we introduce the variable δ′ ∈ Z+,




 , and add the following three sets of constraints:
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δ′ ≤ Dv pb′ , ′ ∈ L : ′ ∈ {,opp()} (6.53)
δ′ ≤ ϕw , ′ ∈ L : ′ ∈ {,opp()} (6.54)
δ′ ≥ ϕw −Dv (1 − pb′) , ′ ∈ L : ′ ∈ {,opp()}. (6.55)















Aforementioned constraints provide single link failures Scenario 1, for adding the
server node failures (Scenario 2) the following set of constraints must be added:
awv + a
b
v ≤ 1 v ∈ V (6.57)
where, constraints (6.57) ensure to distinct selection of working and backup servers.
6.3 CG-ILP Model III: Server Based Conﬁgura-
tions
In this model, conﬁgurations are centered around potential locations of servers. For a
given potential server location at node v, a conﬁguration c is characterized by the set
of primary and backup demands satisﬁed by the server located at v, see Figure 6.5 for
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an illustration. Therein, there are 2 conﬁgurations, one centered at v6, the other one at
v7. Primary paths are represented by plain lines, while backup paths are represented
by dotted lines. The ﬁrst conﬁguration comprises one backup path (for the demand
originating at v2), and one primary path (for part of the demand originating from v1).
The second conﬁguration comprises one backup path (for the demand from v1), and
three primary paths (one for part of the demand from v1, and two for the demand
from v2). Let Cv be the set of all conﬁgurations centered at location v
svr ∈ V svr, and

















Figure 6.5: Model III: Conﬁgurations Example.
There is a unique backup path for the demands originating at a given source
node v, while the demand can be served using several primary paths. By splitting
the demand on several primary paths, it allows saving some bandwidth for ensuring
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protection. For instance, in the example of Figure 6.5, the splitting of the demand
originating at v1 on two node disjoint paths (except for the source and destination
nodes) allows a backup of bandwidth requirement restricting to 4 units, while the
overall primary demand is 7 units.
In addition of (zc)c∈C and (bb )∈L deﬁned in previous two models, there are two
other vectors, (yv)v∈V and (xv′),′∈L,v∈V such that:
yv = 1 if there is a server located at node v ∈ V , 0 otherwise.
xv′ ∈ Z+, equal to the number of backup bandwidth units required on link
′ in order to protect link  with respect to the primary paths originating
from vs.
Next, parameters of the conﬁguration c are deﬁned as follows:
dwcv ∈ Z+ equals the number of requests originating from v, which are ac-
commodated (primary paths) by the server node v associated with c.
bwcv ∈ Z+ equals the number of required working bandwidth units on link 
for provisioning primary paths from source node vs to the server location
vsvr of conﬁguration c.
pbcv ∈ {0, 1}, where pbcv= 1 if link  is used by the unique backup path from
vs to the server location vsvr of conﬁguration c, 0 otherwise.
pbcv ∈ {0, 1}, with pbcv= 1 if there exists one backup path (there cannot be




Recall that the original problem is decomposed into the master problem and several
pricing problems, one for each potential server location. We next describe the master
problem followed by the pricing problem for the single link failure scenario.
The objective function of the master problem is as the original problem, i.e.,
minimize the total network bandwidth units used for both working and backup paths,
















yv ≤ ns (6.59)
∑
c∈Cv




dwcv zc ≥ Dv v ∈ V s (6.61)
∑
c∈C










 ∈ L, v ∈ V s (6.63)
∑
c∈C







, ′ ∈ L : ′ ∈ {,opp()}, v ∈ V s (6.64)
∑
v∈V s
xv′ ≤ bb′ , ′ ∈ L : ′ ∈ {,opp()} (6.65)
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zc ∈ {0, 1} c ∈ C (6.66)
yv ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V (6.67)
bb ∈ Z+  ∈ L (6.68)
xv′ ∈ Z+  ∈ L, ′ ∈ L : ′ ∈ {,opp()}, v ∈ V s. (6.69)




and expresses that we select at most ns server locations.
Constraint (6.60) imposes that, if v is selected as a server location, then at most
one conﬁguration must be selected for that server location. On the other hand, if v
is not selected as a server location, then no conﬁguration centered at v is selected.
Constraints (6.61) are the demand constraints for the working path. Note that the
summation is over C \ Cv and not Cv as in Model I, due to the diﬀerent deﬁnition
of the conﬁgurations in the two models. Note that if v is the data center location of
conﬁguration c, then demand of v is trivially satisﬁed (as v hosts a server). Otherwise,
primary paths need to be established in order to grant the job requests of source node
v. Constraints (6.62) enforce that, for a given source node, there is a unique backup
path (but possibly several working paths). Constraints (6.63) ensure that, for a given
source (demand), primary and backup paths are link disjoint. However, there can be
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several primary paths going through the same given link. In other words,
∑
c∈C
pbcv zc ∈ {0, 1} in the optimal solution,
while ∑
c∈C
bwcv zc ∈ Z+ in the optimal solution.
Note that the M constant value can be selected equal to the demand of the source
node Dv in constraints (6.63) and (6.64).
In order to compute the protection bandwidth requirements, we need to proceed
in two steps. First, with constraints (6.64), we compute the protection bandwidth
requirements related to a given source node. Second, since we only allow one backup
path, any link belonging to the backup path should account for the protection of any
link belonging to a working path, as expressed in (6.65).





xv′ ≤ bb′ ′ ∈ L. (6.70)
They are identical to the constraints (6.33) of Model 2. Their purpose is to compute
the backup bandwidth requirements on ′ taking into account the bandwidth sharing.
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6.3.2 Pricing Problem
Pricing problem will output one conﬁguration c, i.e., for a given server node vsvr
selected to be a server location, it will identify the source nodes V s served or not for
the primary paths (fully or partially) and backup paths by vsvr.












































v ≤ 0, u(6.61)v ≥ 0, u(6.62)v ≶ 0, u(6.63)v ≤ 0, u(6.64)′v ≤ 0 be the (real) values
of the dual variables associated with constraints (6.60), (6.61), (6.62), (6.63), (6.64),
respectively.
Constraints: instead of ﬂows originating from a single source node, we have multi-
ﬂows, with possibly one ﬂow originating from each source node. The ﬁrst two sets of
constraints may ﬁnd the working and the backup paths to the given server node vsvr










′ = v = vsvr
−dwv if v′ = vsvr = v
0 otherwise












′ = v = vsvr
−pbv if v′ = vsvr = v
0 otherwise
v ∈ V s, v′ ∈ V (6.74)
dwv ≤ Dv v ∈ V s (6.75)
bwv ∈ Z+  ∈ L, v ∈ V s (6.76)
pbv ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L, v ∈ V s (6.77)
dwv ∈ Z+ v ∈ V s (6.78)
pbv ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V s. (6.79)
There is no need to explicitly forbid primary and backup paths to use diﬀerent
links, as such a requirement is indirectly reinforced in the constraints (6.63) and
(6.64) of the master problem, where we compute the requirements for the backup
bandwidth. In addition, it is likely that the working path and the backup path of
a given source will not belong to the same conﬁguration. Constraints (6.75) ensure
requested number of jobs for each source node vs. Constraints (6.76) to (6.79) deﬁne
the domains of the variables.
6.4 Solution Process
In order to obtain the integer solution from the RMP, we have used two ILP heuristic
solution schemes. The ﬁrst one, referred below as the classical one, is very similar
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to the one in i.e., corresponds to the use of an ILP solver on the constraint matrix
associated with the set of generated columns in order to reach the optimal solution of
the linear relaxation, discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3. The second, referred below
as Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), For all three models, and described
in the ﬂowchart of Figure 6.6.
We solve the continuous relaxation of the models using the column generation
method until either the optimality condition was satisﬁed, or until an ε-optimality
condition is satisﬁed when the convergence is too slow. Indeed, for Model III, we
observed a very slow convergence in practice, which is not due to degeneracy. We
then deﬁne a stopping condition in order to allow reaching an optimized LP value
within reasonable computing times: if the LP objective value is not improved by more
than 0.05% (Model III(a)) or 0.01% (Model III(b)) during the last 50 iterations, we
stop the LP solution process. While this implies we can no longer guarantee to
reach the optimal LP solution, it allows reaching optimized LP solutions within a
reasonable amount of time. The choice of the numerical values used in the stopping
criteria are justiﬁed by additional experiments presented in Figure 6.7. In this Figure,
we did additional intensive testing for ﬁnding out the best compromise between the
parameters of the stopping condition and the accuracy of the last output LP solution.
Therein, we see that if we only require 30 instead of 50 iterations, the accuracy of the
LP bound is deﬁnitively deteriorating.
Rather than developing a costly branch-and-cut algorithm, we next solve the in-
cumbent integer restricted master problem (RMP) (i.e., the restricted master problem
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Figure 6.6: Flowchart of the solution process.
made of the columns generated until the linear relaxation was (ε-)optimally solved)
using the MILP and then the ILP solver of IBM ILOG CPlex engine. Rather than
solving directly the integer RMP, we ﬁrst only restore the integrality conditions for
the yv variables, solve the corresponding MILP RMP, ﬁx the yv variables to their
value in the MILP optimal solution (denoted by z˜milp since, while it is the optimal
value of the incumbent MILP RMP, it is not necessarily the optimal MILP solution
of the original model), and then again generate improving columns using the remain-
ing continuous variables (i.e., the x and the zc variables). Once the (ε-)optimality
condition is again satisﬁed for the LP relaxation of the RMP with binary valued yv























M-III, LP with different stopping criteria (# of jobs 100) 
50_0.5% 50_1% 30_0.5% 30_1%
Figure 6.7: LP results on diﬀerent stopping criteria on M-III with 100 jobs.
using the ILP Cplex solver. Let z˜ilp denote the value of the resulting ILP solution.
For all models, we generated an initial solution, i.e., an initial set of conﬁgurations,
as follows: We use the pricing problems, without changing the set of constraints,
but with replacing the reduced cost objective by the minimization of the overall
working and backup bandwidth requirements instead. This way of proceeding is not
necessarily the fastest way to generate initial conﬁgurations, but a very practical one,
as it does not require developing new models or algorithms.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.5 Numerical Results for loc-ACRWA
This section investigates numerical results of three optimization models discussed in
the previous sections. These results are evaluated on four diﬀerent failure scenarios,
discussed in the starting of this chapter. Initial results have been published in [35],
and other results have been submitted in European Journal of Operational Research
(EJORS).
6.5.1 Data Instances
We considered the network topology of the European backbone network shown in
Figure 4.1(b). We conducted experiments with 3 and 5 server nodes.
Diﬀerent demand sets have been randomly generated as sets of unit requests,
assuming them to be uniformly distributed among the source nodes. A unit request
calls for a full wavelength to be provisioned between the source and a destination to
be chosen among the server nodes (using anycast). Experiments have been conducted
with 50 up to 1,000 unit requests, where for each demand size we have repeated the
experiment for 5 or 10 instances. Also, note that when increasing the request set for
a particular random seed from D1 to D2 (thus with |D2| > |D1| unit requests), we
have D2 ⊃ D1.
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6.5.2 Comparison of Solution Schemes
We have started simulation on Model-I and Model-II, and compared two solution
schemes: classical and MILP (discussed in Section 6.4). Both models were tested on
the European network topology (28 nodes and 41 bidirectional links) with ﬁve server
(cluster) nodes, whose locations has to be optimized. We generate uniform and non-
uniform incremental traﬃc instances from 50 to 500 (discrete) job requests. In the










































Number of Job Requests 
Model-I-ServerNode-Classical Model-I-ServerNode-MILP 
Model-II-ServerNode-Classical Model-II-ServerNode-MILP 
(b) Link or Server Node Protection
Figure 6.8: Uniform traﬃc: Model I vs. Model II and Classical vs. MILP solution
approach.
Evolution of bandwidth requirements with an increasing number of job requests is
illustrated in Figure 6.8 for uniform traﬃc. In Figure 6.8(a) (resp. 6.8(b)), results are
provided for protection against single link failures (resp. single link or single server
node failures). Each point represents the average number of wavelengths (hops/links),
averaged over 5 traﬃc instances, for a given number of job requests. We observe
that Model I requires less bandwidth than Model II under both protection schemes.
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Moreover, MILP approach takes less bandwidth than the classical, i.e., 12% in Model
I and 5% in Model II. This concludes that MILP approach is more eﬃcient than the
classical one for both models, in terms of computing times and solution accuracy.
The same experiments were conducted with the non-uniform traﬃc instances,
and the results are shown in Figure 6.9. Conclusions are very similar than for the
uniform traﬃc instances, except that the diﬀerences between the diﬀerent models
are solution approaches are bigger. This means, the non-uniform traﬃc instances














































Number of Job Requests 
Model-I-Link+Server-Classical_W Model-I-Link+Server-MILP_W
Model-II-Link+Server-Classical_W Model-II-Link+Server-MILP_W
(b) Link or Server Node Protection
Figure 6.9: Non Uniform traﬃc: Model I vs. Model II and Classical vs. MILP
solution approach.
We conclude that the MILP approach produces better solutions than the classical
one with uniform and non-uniform traﬃc instances. We have also observed the both
type of traﬃc instances have same trends. For this reason, in the remaining sections
we would considered only MILP approach with uniform traﬃc instances.
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6.5.3 Comparison of the Accuracy of the Solutions of the
Three Models
In this section, we compare the quality of the solutions as output by the three CG
models, as described in Sections 6.1 to 6.3, in a scenario with 5 servers within a single
link failure protection scheme.
We looked at the optimal (Models I and II) or optimized (Model III) values of
the LP relaxations (see Table 6.2), the optimal MILP values (see Table 6.4), and the
best ILP values (see Table 6.3), together with the computing times (for reaching the
optimal/optimized LP values in Table 6.2 and the overall computing times for reaching
the ﬁnal ILP values in Table 6.3) and the number of generated/selected conﬁgurations.
All numbers correspond to averages over 10 randomly generated instances.
The comparisons of the various lower (optimal values of the LP relaxations) and
upper (ILP values) bounds lead to the following observations. Note that the LP
values of Model III are valid lower bounds due to the stopping condition described in
Section 6.4. However, all ILP values are upper bounds on the optimal ILP values.
The lowest LP and ILP values are obtained by Model I, which is the only Model in
which multiple backup paths are allowed. In Section 6.5.6, we will further investigate
the protection schemes generated by Model I. Under the restricted assumption of a
single backup path, Model III provides, by far, the best lower bounds, except for 800
and 900 jobs, but then the upper bounds (ILP values) of Model II and Model III(b)



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































While Model III(b) gives the best lower bounds among the three variants of Model
III, i.e., when the stopping criteria is no improvement larger than 0.01% during the
last 50 iterations (Model III(b)), the computing times of Model III(b) are much larger
than Model III(a), without providing signiﬁcantly better ILP solutions. Observe that
while the LP values of Model III(c) are not as good as those of Model II, due to the
stopping condition for Model III(c) that does not guarantee reaching the optimal LP
value.
We now look at the empirical lower bounds as given by the z˜milp values. In Figure
6.10, we provide the curves of the number of unit requests vs. z˜milp, together with the
conﬁdence intervals associated with the values z˜milp over a set of 5 randomly generated
problems. We then observe that the standard deviation values are rather small, and
that all three models generate similar results, except for Model I, especially when the
number of unit requests increases. Indeed, since Model I allows several backup paths,
it achieves a smaller overall bandwidth requirement.
As a conclusion on the comparison of the lower and upper bounds for all three
models, we observe that, while those gap values are not very small, they are, to some
extent, very similar to the gap values observed for the p-center problem [11], which
is a priori simpler as there is no backup path to compute.
The computing times (CPU) (up to the LP) for Model I are always the lowest ones,
while under the assumption of a single backup path, Model III(c) has the lowest ones,
thanks to the “warm” start and the relaxed optimality condition. However, if we take
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of all three models with respect to their bandwidth require-
ments
most economical one. We conclude that it would be worth designing a fast heuristic
in order to provide an initial solution, as the complete solution of Model II, even if it
provides a good initial solution, is quite computationally expensive. However, while
providing a “warm” start helps to speed up the LP solution of Model III(c), it does
not help to speed it up for the ILP solution: the overall computing times are smaller
than Models III(a) and III(b), but much higher than those of Model II (or even Model
I).
We have also analyzed the number of generated conﬁgurations before reaching
the (ε-)optimal LP and ILP solutions. Model I generates by far the lowest number
of conﬁgurations, while, under the assumption of a single backup path, it is Model
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III(c), whether it is for reaching the (ε-)optimal LP values or the best ILP values.
zMILP
# jobs I II III(a) III(b) III(c)
100 268 303 250 273 266
200 500 604 540 456 541
300 784 896 623 707 780
400 1,037 1,193 911 861 1,030
500 1,241 1,475 1,184 1,140 1,271
600 1,552 1,743 1,499 1,574 1,460
700 1,487 2,018 1,904 1,574 1,783
800 1,527 2,276 1,951 1,793 1,904
900 2,320 2,562 2,210 1,996 2,308
1,000 2,589 2,857 2,343 2,378 2,058
Table 6.4: Optimal MILP values (with ﬁxed server locations).
6.5.4 Comparison of the Server Selection by the three models
In order to further investigate the diﬀerent ILP values of the three models, we ex-
amined the selection of server nodes made by all three models under the single link
failure protection scheme. Results are depicted in Figure 6.11. Along the vertical
axis, we put the average number of times (expressed as a percentage) a given server
location was selected by a given model. We observe that the three models mostly
select the same set of server nodes, i.e., London, Lyon, Zurich, Berlin, Vienna. Only
Model I selects Madrid as a server node in some instances.
Although the models do select the same server locations, they do not necessarily
select the same paths, and the same number of backup paths (one or several). Fig-


















































































































Figure 6.11: Selection of server nodes under link protection scheme.
6.12(b)) for each for the three models. While, we observed (as in Table 6.3) that
the bandwidth requirements are very similar for Models II and III(a), the working
bandwidth requirements are larger for Model I, while its backup requirements are
less than for Models II and III, while the sum of those bandwidth requirements are
similar to those of Models II and III. This is mainly explained by the path structure:
only one backup path for Models II and III, while there could be several of them for
Model I.
6.5.5 Comparison of the Bandwidth Utilization for Model I
Comparative bandwidth requirements for the three failure scenarios are depicted in
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(b) Backup bandwidth requirements
Figure 6.12: Comparison of the bandwidth requirements of the three models.
are the same for all three models, even if the numerical values are not exactly the
same. For the bandwidth requirements, we distinguish the working and the backup
bandwidth requirements, as a function of the number of unit requests.
We observe that, for Model I, for the ﬁrst two failure scenarios, the total backup
bandwidth is comparable to the working. Indeed, as the backup paths are shared
among disjoint working paths, they do not require more bandwidth, even if they may
be longer. This observation is independent of the number of requests. However, for
the third failure scenario, i.e., where we protect against link+node+server failures,
backup path capacity always exceeds the working capacity, and the more so as the
number of requests increases. This can be explained by the fact that when a data
center collocated with network node vs fails, also the requests originating at that node
need to be rerouted, whereas in the case of only network node failure, we only need
to reroute traﬃc that was sent to the data center (server node) at vs coming from
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Figure 6.13: ILP solution for working and backup bandwidth units under Model I (5
Servers).
Figure 6.14 plots the overall bandwidth requirements for each failure scenario,
where heights of each bar are averages over 10 randomly generated instances with
the same number of requests. As expected from the analysis of the results in Figure
6.13, we observe that the single link or node failure scenario only use slightly more
bandwidth than the single link failure scenario: on average, there is a 6% diﬀerence.
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Figure 6.14: Diﬀerent protection schemes - Model I - 5 server nodes.
We next present some results for 3 server nodes, again only for Model I, in Figure
6.15. Therein, the single link or node or server node, and the single link or node or
server node or server failure scenarios require an average of 7% and 29%, respectively,
extra bandwidth units than the single link failure scenario.
Comparison between 3 and 5 server locations shows that the case with 3 server
locations uses an extra number of bandwidth units around 22%, 23%, and 22% over
the requirements for 5 server locations in the single link, single link or node or server
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Figure 6.15: Diﬀerent protection schemes - Model I - 3 server nodes.
6.5.6 Single Versus Multiple Backup Paths (5 Servers)
All Models
In order to further assess the accuracy of the best solutions using the lower and upper
bounds obtained by the diﬀerent models, we computed the following gaps, where we
use Model III(a) for the comparison with Model III:
gap II vs. I =
ilpII − ilpI
ilpI




Numerical values are described in Table 6.5, from which we deduce that the average
accuracy varies from 0.02% to 9.85% depending on the number of traﬃc requests.
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Table 6.5: Some ILP gaps.
Model I
Recall that Model I allows multiple working and multiple backup paths for each source
node. So we analyze the impact of allowing multiple paths to the same or diﬀerent
destination nodes under diﬀerent protection schemes.
Results corresponding to averages over 10 randomly generated instances for each
number of requests, are shown in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7. Each sub-table (a,b,c)
corresponds to a speciﬁc failure scenario. Each column is associated with a number
of distinct destinations for the working (or the backup) paths and the number of
distinct working or backup paths (see the heading of the columns). For instance 2
destinations and 4 paths in Table 6.6 means that there are some source nodes with
4 diﬀerent working paths (i.e., they pairwise diﬀer by at least two links) and there
are two distinct destinations (i.e., server nodes) for those four paths. In each column,
i.e., a path pattern for source nodes, we indicate the percentage in terms of source
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nodes served by this path pattern. The last column is a check that no path pattern
has been forgotten, i.e., the sum of all percentages should be equal to 100%. The last
row of each sub-table contains the average of each path pattern over the various sets
of traﬃc instances (i.e., 100 instances).
As we can see in the diﬀerent tables, the largest percentages correspond to: (i) the
number of working paths with two diﬀerent paths toward an identical destination
and (ii) the number of backup paths with two diﬀerent paths toward diﬀerent (two)
destinations, if we exclude the basic path pattern with a single path, both for the
working and the backup path patterns.
It is also observed (as can be seen in the last column of each sub-table) that the
single link and the single link/node failure scenarios do not diﬀer much with respect
to the number of bandwidth units (6%) as well as with respect to the ratio of multiple
paths (3%). On the other hand, the single link/node/server failure scenario requires
more bandwidth units (30%) and has more multiple paths (6% more for working and
10% for backup).
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(a) Working Paths under Single Link Failure
# of dest. 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 4 ∑
# of paths 1 0 2 3 2 3 3 4 4 4
Size %
100 58.3 17.9 11.5 1.2 6.3 2.8 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 100
200 51.2 17.9 12.3 2.0 10.3 6.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 100
300 53.2 17.9 15.0 1.8 9.6 2.1 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 100
400 42.5 17.9 16.3 5.2 8.7 6.3 0.4 2.0 0.4 0.4 100
500 42.1 17.9 19.4 4.4 9.1 4.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 100
600 45.7 17.9 16.8 4.3 7.9 5.0 0.0 1.8 0.4 0.4 100
700 50.4 17.9 15.6 0.9 9.4 3.6 0.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 100
800 62.5 17.9 9.5 0.0 5.4 2.4 0.0 1.2 0.6 0.6 100
900 49.3 17.9 15.7 1.4 9.6 3.6 0.4 1.4 0.4 0.4 100
1000 31.1 17.9 8.6 0.4 23.6 6.8 4.6 0.7 3.2 3.2 100
AVERAGE 48.6 17.9 14.1 2.1 10.0 4.3 0.7 1.2 0.6 0.6 100
(b) Working Paths under Single Link or Node Failure
# of dests. 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 4 ∑
# of paths 1 0 2 3 2 3 3 4 4 4
Size %
100 54.3 17.9 7.9 2.1 10.4 6.1 0.4 1.1 0.0 0.0 100
200 47.9 17.9 11.4 2.9 11.1 6.8 0.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 100
300 45.4 17.9 15.4 1.8 9.3 6.1 0.7 3.6 0.0 0.0 100
400 45.4 17.9 12.1 1.8 12.5 7.1 0.7 1.8 0.4 0.4 100
500 42.9 17.9 16.1 3.9 11.8 6.1 0.0 0.7 0.4 0.4 100
600 42.5 17.9 12.1 2.9 15.4 7.5 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.4 100
700 40.4 17.9 14.3 5.0 13.6 5.0 1.1 2.9 0.0 0.0 100
800 41.3 17.9 16.7 2.4 12.7 7.1 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 100
900 43.2 17.9 12.9 2.1 13.2 6.8 0.4 2.1 0.7 0.7 100
1000 37.7 17.9 8.1 0.0 25.3 5.8 2.6 0.6 1.0 1.0 100
AVERAGE 44.1 17.9 12.7 2.5 13.5 6.4 0.7 1.6 0.3 0.3 100
(c) Working Paths under Single Link or Node or Server Failure
# of dests. 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 4 ∑
# of paths 1 0 2 3 2 3 3 4 4 4
Size %
100 64.6 17.9 10.7 0.4 5.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
200 61.8 17.9 13.6 0.7 5.7 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
300 55.7 17.9 12.9 1.1 10.4 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
400 57.5 17.9 12.1 0.7 7.5 3.2 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.4 100
500 55.0 17.9 13.6 0.7 10.7 1.4 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 100
600 58.2 17.9 13.9 0.7 8.6 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 100
700 56.8 17.9 16.8 0.0 7.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
800 59.1 17.9 13.5 0.0 7.1 1.6 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 100
900 59.3 17.9 13.9 0.4 7.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
1000 49.0 17.9 5.5 0.3 24.0 0.6 1.9 0.0 0.3 0.3 100
AVERAGE 57.7 17.9 12.7 0.5 9.4 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 100
Table 6.6: Model I - Working paths - Link or node or server node or server protection
scheme (5 servers).
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(a) Backup Paths under Single Link Failure
# of dests. 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 4 ∑
# of paths 1 0 2 3 2 3 3 4 4 4
Size %
100 49.3 17.9 10.0 0.4 3.6 3.6 1.8 1.1 1.4 1.4 100
200 42.1 17.9 10.7 0.0 17.1 5.6 3.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 100
300 42.9 17.9 10.0 0.7 19.6 6.8 1.8 0.4 0.0 0.0 100
400 27.4 17.9 9.1 1.6 19.4 8.7 5.6 0.8 4.8 4.8 100
500 32.5 17.9 7.9 0.0 23.4 7.1 3.6 2.8 2.4 2.4 100
600 33.9 17.9 9.3 0.4 19.3 7.1 3.9 1.8 3.2 3.2 100
700 46.0 17.9 6.7 0.8 19.0 4.4 1.6 2.0 0.8 0.8 100
800 59.9 17.9 7.5 1.2 9.1 0.8 1.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 100
900 35.0 17.9 12.1 1.1 23.9 3.2 2.5 0.7 1.8 1.8 100
1000 31.3 17.9 9.9 0.0 23.0 6.7 4.4 1.2 2.8 2.8 100
AVERAGE 40.0 17.9 9.3 0.6 17.8 5.4 2.9 1.3 1.9 1.9 100
(b) Backup Paths under Single Link or Node Failure
# of dests. 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 4 ∑
# of paths 1 0 2 3 2 3 3 4 4 4
Size %
100 48.2 17.9 5.7 0.4 17.1 4.3 5.0 0.0 0.7 0.7 100
200 36.1 17.9 6.7 0.4 22.6 4.8 6.0 0.8 2.4 2.4 100
300 37.5 17.9 6.4 0.7 22.1 3.9 6.4 0.7 2.1 2.1 100
400 39.6 17.9 4.3 0.7 22.1 4.3 6.4 1.1 1.8 1.8 100
500 36.8 17.9 6.8 0.4 24.6 5.4 6.8 0.7 0.4 0.4 100
600 36.4 17.9 5.4 0.0 25.4 5.0 7.9 0.0 1.1 1.1 100
700 32.1 17.9 6.4 0.7 22.9 7.1 6.1 1.8 2.5 2.5 100
800 33.9 17.9 5.7 0.0 25.0 8.2 5.7 0.7 1.4 1.4 100
900 34.3 17.9 7.5 0.0 24.6 2.9 5.7 0.7 3.2 3.2 100
1000 37.9 17.9 7.5 0.0 24.6 6.4 2.9 0.7 1.1 1.1 100
AVERAGE 37.3 17.9 6.2 0.3 23.1 5.2 5.9 0.7 1.7 1.7 100
(c) Backup Paths under Single Link or Node or Server Failure
# of dests. 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 4 ∑
# of paths 1 0 2 3 2 3 3 4 4 4
Size %
100 82.5 0.0 10.7 0.4 5.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
200 79.6 0.0 13.6 0.7 5.7 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
300 73.6 0.0 12.9 1.1 10.4 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
400 75.4 0.0 12.1 0.7 7.5 3.2 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.4 100
500 72.9 0.0 13.6 0.7 10.7 1.4 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 100
600 76.1 0.0 13.9 0.7 8.6 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 100
700 74.6 0.0 16.8 0.0 7.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
800 77.0 0.0 13.5 0.0 7.1 1.6 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 100
900 77.1 0.0 13.9 0.4 7.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
1000 66.9 0.0 5.5 0.3 24.0 0.6 1.9 0.0 0.3 0.3 100
AVERAGE 75.6 0.0 12.7 0.5 9.4 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 100




Scheduling: Joint Optimization in
Optical Grid Networks
In parallel programming or distributed computing environment, each job is decom-
posed into multiple tasks. To execute such tasks, the grid management systems need
to allocate the computing resources and communication paths to them. The alloca-
tion of computing resources among multiple tasks is known as task scheduling. In task
scheduling, task dependencies are represented in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG),
also known as task graph. Some tasks can be executed in parallel if they are indepen-
dent and if they are dependent, on the result of one another, they are executed on an
incremental (one-by-one) basis.
Recall that, diﬀerent approaches have been investigated for DAG scheduling based
on heuristic algorithms (discussed in Chapter 3). In this study, we have developed
exact Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations with classical ILP and Column
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Generation (CG) ILP models, discussed next.
7.1 Optimization Models for sch-ACRWA
Now, we present classical ILP and column generation formulations followed by their
numerical results. In these formulations, we assume there is no bandwidth bottleneck
between the clients and the server nodes. We consider homogeneous optical grid net-
works, where all the server nodes (data centers) have the same type of resources. Ad-
ditionally, we assume enough wavelengths on each ﬁber, so we only consider the data
transfer time from one server node to another. A topology instance G = (V, L, V svr)
is the same as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1. Further, it is assumed that a single
unique path between each pair of server nodes is predetermined. The resulting set of
paths is represented by P between server nodes V svr, and each path indexed by pv
′v.
Each link on the path is represented by  ∈ pv′v. Job (tasks) instance notations used
in the models are as follows:
Traﬃc instance input
Gdags = (N, pred, exec,transfer)
N set of tasks, indexed by n and its predecessor tasks set is denoted by
predn.
pred matrix of links (precedence) between task nodes, if task n′ is a prede-
cessor of task n (denoted by n′ ∈ predn), then n′ must be executed
prior to task n.
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exec vector of task’s execution time indexed by execn that is estimated
execution time of task n.
transfer vector of data transfer time for each hop between the tasks. Each pair of
task duration is indexed by transfernn′ , where task n
′ is a predecessor
of task n.
7.1.1 Classical ILP Formulation
We have developed classical ILP formulation based on the following decision and
auxiliary variables.
Decision Variables
x ∈ {0, 1}, where xvn = 1 if task n is executed on server v, 0 otherwise.
tspan ∈ Z+ is the ﬁnish time of the last task.
tsvn ∈ Z+ is start time of task n at server v.
tfvn ∈ Z+ is ﬁnish time of task n at server v.
Auxiliary Variables
δ ∈ {0, 1}, where δvv′nn′ = 1, if data transfer is required from server v′ to
server v when task n and its predecessor task n′ ∈ predn are executed
on v and v′ (diﬀerent servers), respectively, 0 otherwise.
α ∈ {0, 1}, where αvnn′ = 1, if task n is ﬁnishing before task n′ starts, or
task n′ is ﬁnishing before the starting of task n, at server v, otherwise
αvnn′ = 0.
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The objective is to minimize the schedule length, i.e., completion time of the last
task.
min tspan. (7.1)
The ﬁrst set of constraints compute the schedule length, i.e., tspan = max
n∈N,v∈V
tfvn.
tfvn ≤ tspan n ∈ N, v ∈ V svr. (7.2)
The second set of constraints computes the ﬁnish time for each task n and it is
calculated based on the given estimated execution time execn.
tsvn + execn xvn = t
f
vn n ∈ N, v ∈ V svr. (7.3)
The third set of constraints ensures that each task n must be served by at least
one server (v ∈ V svr). ∑
v∈V svr
xvn ≥ 1 n ∈ N. (7.4)
The next ﬁve sets of constraints ensure the task precedencies:
If successor and predecessor tasks are executed on the same server, then successor
task should be started after ﬁnishing time of all its predecessor tasks,
i.e., tsvn ≥ max
n′∈predn
tfvn′ .
tsvn ≥ tfvn′ n, n′ ∈ N : n′ ∈ predn ; v ∈ V svr. (7.5)
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Otherwise, successor and predecessor tasks are executed on diﬀerent servers. Con-
straints (7.6) to (7.8) ensure the communication path, if task n is executed on server
v and its n′ ∈ predn is executed on server v′.
xvn + xv′n′ − 1 ≤ δvv′nn′ n, n′ ∈ N : n′ ∈ predn ; v, v′ ∈ V svr : v = v′ (7.6)
δvv
′
nn′ ≤ xvn n, n′ ∈ N : n′ ∈ predn ; v, v′ ∈ V svr : v = v′ (7.7)
δvv
′
nn′ ≤ xv′n′ n, n′ ∈ N : n′ ∈ predn ; v, v′ ∈ V svr : v = v′. (7.8)
Note that, constraints (7.7) and (7.8) are redundant due to the minimization of tfv′n′
through constraints (7.9).
Consequently, constraints (7.9) ensure task n must be started after ﬁnishing time








′ ∈ N : n′ ∈ predn ; v, v′ ∈ V svr : v = v′, (7.9)
where, transfervv
′
nn′ is the total transfer time from server v
′ (output of task n′) to v
(input for task n), i.e., transfervv
′
nn′ = |pv′v| ∗ transfernn′ .
The last two sets of constraints ensure there is no overlap for the execution time
between two tasks on the same server. We now consider a pair (n, k) of tasks with
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no precedence relation, i.e., n, k ∈ N : k ∈ predn and n ∈ predk.
tfvn < t
s





nk. n, k ∈ N : n = k, v ∈ V svr. (7.11)
7.1.2 Column Generation (CG) Formulation
We have also investigated a column generation framework; original problem is de-
composed into two subproblems, called Master Problem and Pricing Problem. These
formulations are solved alternatively until the stopping optimality condition is satis-
ﬁed, as discussed next.
Master Problem
Master Problem (MP) is a ﬁrst component of original decomposed problem, and the
objective is also the same as in the classical ILP. In addition to the topology and
traﬃc instances notations, we use the following decision and auxiliary variables. A
conﬁguration is a potential allocation of tasks to a given node and is denoted by
c. Let C be the overall set of conﬁgurations: C =
⋃
v∈V Cv, where Cv is the set of
conﬁgurations associated with v ∈ V svr. Moreover, we also deﬁne variables of MP
and the conﬁguration parameters which are feedback from the pricing problem and
input to the MP.
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Conﬁguration Parameters
a ∈ {0, 1}, where acn = 1, if task n is allocated in conﬁguration c ∈ Cv,
0 otherwise.
ts ∈ Z+, where ts,cn is the starting time of task n in conﬁguration
c ∈ Cv associated with server v.
tf ∈ Z+, where tf,cn is the ﬁnishing time of task n in conﬁguration
c ∈ Cv associated with server v.
Decision Variables
z ∈ {0, 1} with zc = 1, if conﬁguration c ∈ Cv is selected for server
node v ∈ V svr, 0 otherwise.
tspan ∈ Z+ is the completion time of the last task.
Auxiliary Variables
δ ∈ {0, 1} with δvv′nn′ =1, if data transfer is required from server v′
to server v when task n and its predecessor task n′ ∈ predn are
executed on v and v′, respectively, 0 otherwise.
The objective is to minimize the completion time of the last task:
min tspan. (7.12)
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The ﬁrst set of constraints ensures that we do not select more (unit server) con-
ﬁgurations than the number of servers (V svr ⊆ V ):
∑
c∈C
zc ≤ |V svr|. (7.13)
The second set of constraints ensures that at most one conﬁguration can be se-
lected for each server (v ∈ V svr):
∑
c∈Cv
zc ≤ 1 v ∈ V svr. (7.14)
The third set of constraints makes sure that each task has been assigned to at
least one server: ∑
c∈C
acn zc ≥ 1 n ∈ N. (7.15)
Note that, in practice, this inequality will be satisﬁed as an equality due to the
objective function. We express as an inequality in order to ease the solution process.
The next set of constraints computes the schedule length (or span).
∑
c∈C
tf,cn zc ≤ tspan n ∈ N. (7.16)
Data transfer from one server to the next: if task n is run on server v and follows a
prior task n′ ∈ predn, which was executed on server v′, it requires a communication
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Task precedence constraints: if there is a precedence constraint between two tasks,
we need to ensure that the second task is executed after the ﬁrst one has ended, with
















n, n′ ∈ N : n′ ∈ predn. (7.20)
Pricing Problem:
Each Pricing Problem (PP) corresponds to a single server. The PP generates po-
tential and promising conﬁguration for the master problem based on the dual values
that are output by the solution of the last restricted master problem. In this conﬁgu-
ration, each accepted task is assigned non-overlapped time (i.e., starting time and its
duration) under the constraints of precedency. The conﬁguration parameters a, ts,
and tf deﬁned in the MP are variables in the pricing problem. Further, α ∈ {0, 1},
where αnn′ = 1 if task n is executed before task n
′ under the assumption that both
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tasks are executed on the same server, 0 otherwise.
The reduced cost objective is written as follows:





















vv′nn′ (an − an′)
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n − tfn′) (7.21)
where, u(7.13) ≤ 0, u(7.14)vsvr ≤ 0, u(7.15)n ) ≥ 0, u(7.16)n ≤ 0, u(7.17)vv′nn′ ≤ 0, u(7.18)vv′nn′ ≥ 0,
u
(7.19)
vv′nn′ ≥ 0, u(7.20)nn′ ≥ 0, are dual values of the Restricted Master Problem (RMP).
Selection of the tasks to be executed on the server of the conﬁguration If
task n is not allocated in this conﬁguration then its starting and ﬁnishing time must
be zero.
tsn ≤ Man n ∈ N (7.22)
tfn ≤ Man n ∈ N. (7.23)
Precedence constraints If task n′ ∈ predn is executed then it must be ﬁnished
before the starting of task n.
tfn′ ≤ tsn n, n′ ∈ N : n′ ∈ predn. (7.24)
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Task ordering constraints We now consider a pair (n, k) of tasks with no prece-
dence relation, i.e., n, k ∈ N : k ∈ predn and n ∈ predk. This means, there should
not overlap between the tasks that have no precedence/successor relationship.
tfn ≤ tsk +M(1− αnk) n, k ∈ N : n = k (7.25)
tfk ≤ tsn +Mαnk n, k ∈ N : n = k. (7.26)
Finish Time It can be calculated with starting time and given estimated execution
time for each task n.
tsn + execn an = t
f
n n ∈ N. (7.27)
Solution of the CG-ILP Formulation
In order to solve the master and the pricing problem alternatively through the column
generation technique, we must initialize the feasible conﬁgurations to the restricted
master problem. To this end, we have developed a heuristic algorithm, which we
referred to as Init-Heu, presented in Algorithm 7.1. We are given a set of tasks
denoted by n ∈ N and expected execution time exec. Each task may have some
precedence tasks (predn) with the assumption of that task ni predecessors can be
ni−, ni−m, and so on. This greedy algorithm takes the task sequentially and assign
to the sever based on the server availability and their predecessor tasks servers.
After the insertion of the initial set of conﬁgurations, the CG-ILP alternative
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approach that is used is the one presented in Chapter 4, Algorithm 4.2.
7.2 Numerical Results
In this section, ﬁrst we discuss network topology and traﬃc instances followed by
experimental results.
7.2.1 Experimental Setup
Network Topology: European Network with ﬁve server locations (i.e., London,
Lyon, Zurich, Berlin, Vienna).
Traﬃc Instances: We have created traﬃc instances through the algorithm 7.2,
with the following parameters:
• Instance size (number of tasks) from 10 (sizeIncr) to 100 (sizeTo) with the
interval of 10 (sizeIncr). An estimated execution time for each task is randomly
generated between 10 (min cpu) and 100 (max cpu).
• Total number of dependencies 25% to 200% with the interval of 25%, e.g.,
instance size of 20 have dependencies of 5 (TotalDepIncr), 10, 15, ... 40
(TotalDepTo). A communication time (data transfer for each hop) from pre-
decessor to successor task is randomly generated between 5 (min bw) and 15
(max bw). Each node has a limit of maximum 4 predecessor and 4 successors.
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Algorithm 7.1 Init-Heu
1: input parameters: topology (G) and traﬃc (Gdags) instance.
2: comment: Initialization
3: assServer[] := −1
4: serverAvail[] := 0
5: comment: Assign non-overlapping time to each task n
6: for each task n in Gdag do
7: tsn = ∞
8: comment: Find earliest available starting time on the server v un-
der the precedency constraints
9: for each server v in V svr do
10: Determine the predecessor task k with max
n′∈predn
tfn′ and its server v
′
11: if v = v′ : same servers then
12: drt := tfk
13: else




16: tsn := min{tsn,max(serverAvail[v], drt)}
17: update the selServer for n.
18: end for
19: comment: save earliest available starting time
20: tfn := t
s
n + execn;
21: serverAvail[selServer] = tfn
22: assServer[n] = selServer
23: end for
24: Output: tsn and t
f
n and assigned server assServer[n] for each task.
Algorithm 7.2 Traﬃc Generator
1: input parameters: sizeIncr, sizeTo, TotalDepIncr, TotalDepTo
2: for size = sizeIncr → sizeTo increment by sizeIncr do
3: taskGraph Gdags ;
4: execList := generate CPU time for sizeIncr tasks between min cpu and
max cpu
5: Add execList to Gdags
6: for TotalDep := TotalDepIncr → TotalDepTo increment by TotalDepIncr
do
7: depList := Generate TotalIncrDep dependencies between min bw and
max bw
8: Add depList to G





We have simulated diﬀerent instances on the classical ILP and Column Generation
(CG) formulations, results are shown in 7.1. The ﬁrst column represents traﬃc in-
stance including size and total number of dependencies. Columns 2 and 3 indicate
CPU execution time and optimal LP solution, respectively, through classical LP so-
lution. Columns 4 and 5 indicate CPU execution time and optimal ILP solution,
respectively, through classical ILP solution. Column 6 to 10 are results of CG solu-
tion, where col. 6 indicates CPU time, 7 number of generated conﬁgurations, 8 LP
optimal result, 9 an ILP solution using CPlex engine for integer solution, and 10 gap




As can be observed from the Table 7.1, classical LP solution successfully solves
all instances with very small CPU times, where 0 indicates less than a second. As a
contrast, the classical ILP successfully solves all instances up to 20 tasks, while 30
tasks instances, it executes some instances but could not solve other instances due to
limited memory. CG-ILP formulation solves upto size of 50 tasks with integrality gap
issue mostly in the less number of dependencies, as shown in Table 7.1. The execution
time (CPU) depends on the number of generated conﬁgurations, i.e, generating more
conﬁgurations takes longer CPU times. If we compare Classical LP and CG-LP linear
programming relaxation lower bounds, the CG-LP gives good lower bound because
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classical LP is solved with all continuous (non-integer) variables while CG-LP consists
of continuous variables in the restricted master problem and integer variables in the
pricing problem.
We have also determined the span of diﬀerent size instances, such as 20, 30, and
40 shown in Figure 7.1. In this ﬁgure, x-axis represents the number of dependencies
and y-axis represents servers length (span) corresponding to their number of tasks.
It can also be observed that as the size increases their schedule length (highest span
server) marginally increases specially in higher number of dependencies, but other
servers length signiﬁcantly increase, see e.g., size of 30 with 60 (Fig. 7.1(b)) and 40
with 80 (Fig. 7.1(c)) dependencies. These preliminary results have been submitted
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Figure 7.1: Column Generation each server span of of diﬀerent size and dependencies.
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Classical LP Classical ILP Column Generation
Instance CPU LP CPU ILP CPU Conf. LP ILP Gap
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10-2 0 27.8 1 139 1 24 139 161 16%
10-5 0 30 1 150 0 11 150 150 0%
10-7 0 37.6 1 188 1 20 188 188 0%
10-10 0 40.8 1 204 2 24 204 210 3%
10-12 0 47.6 4 242 2 25 238 250 5%
10-15 0 69 1 345 2 30 345 346 0%
10-17 0 92.8 18 464 2 28 464 464 0%
10-20 0 92.8 9 464 2 28 464 464 0%
20-5 0 48 51 240 6 52 240 339 41%
20-10 0 67.8 14 339 4 36 339 339 0%
20-15 0 67.8 18 339 4 37 339 364 7%
20-20 0 74.8 21 374 6 41 374 374 0%
20-25 0 101.2 144 507 7 44 506 543 7%
20-30 0 119.6 27 598 9 48 598 603 1%
20-35 0 130.6 102 653 9 56 653 653 0%
20-40 0 156.6 5822 783 9 52 783 783 0%
30-7 0 43.4 27 89 375 375 0%
30-15 0 43.4 131 223 242 380 57%
30-22 0 53.8 679 344 287 476 66%
30-30 0 89.6 190 448 26 82 448 471 5%
30-37 0 107.4 325 537 26 80 537 560 4%
30-45 0 122 180 230 610 682 12%
30-52 0 135 666 675 32 84 675 729 8%
30-60 0 161 249 805 18 57 805 805 0%
40-10 0 37.2 3362 901 281 499 77%
40-20 0 41 12855 1815 289 499 73%
40-30 0 62 137 141 483 510 6%
40-40 0 62 6673 704 310 510 65%
40-50 1 62 3676 453 323 516 60%
40-60 1 66.4 5472 542 348 517 48%
40-70 1 130.4 58 97 652 688 6%
40-80 1 152.4 79 105 762 801 5%
50-12 0 55.4 19126 1162 343 625 82%
50-25 0 57.8 445 174 619 619 0%
50-37 0 122 83 103 610 800 31%
50-50 0 122 180 133 610 800 31%
50-62 0 122 181 130 610 800 31%
50-75 2 132.2 171 138 661 886 34%
50-87 1 169.2 589 284 846 1056 25%
50-100 4 169.2 2876 633 846 1066 26%
Table 7.1: Classical ILP and Column Generation Results (CPU is in seconds).
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter highlights the main contributions of this thesis, draw the conclusion of
the thesis, and outline some possible future work.
8.1 Summary
The main goal of this research was to develop exact optimization models for dimen-
sioning optical grid networks, provisioning job requests, and task scheduling. In this
context, new scalable ILP models based on a column generation method have been
developed in order to investigate diﬀerent protection schemes. This work started with
the CSP and went through step by step further to the SPR-A protection scheme in
optical grids. The objective of these models is to minimize the network capacity while
ﬁnding the working and backup paths. By splitting the traditional ILP formulation
into a Restricted Master Problem and a Pricing Problem, column generation is able to
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handle large network instances. Numerical results on the European Network topology
have shown that CG leads to a very good approximation of the optimal result.
In the next step, we have investigated the provisioning and the dimensioning of
optical grid networks under the maximization of the grade of services. We proposed
an exact and scalable optimization model for oﬀ-line problems, and diﬀerent link
transport capacity calculation methods. Using the proposed large scale optimization
model, we studied the impact of the number of server nodes on the European and
the Germany network topologies. We compared the grade of services under diﬀerent
protection schemes, and observed that their values did not diﬀer much. We also inves-
tigated the impact of diﬀerent link capacity methods on the bandwidth requirements
and the grade of services.
In the third step, we proposed and compared three mathematical models, with
three diﬀerent decomposition schemes in order to address optimization gap issues.
These models jointly optimize the location of the servers while provisioning the work-
ing and backup paths. Unlike the previous models, the location of the server (data
center) nodes are not given, and the optimization model ﬁnds the locations of the
servers. We have also conducted experiments on diﬀerent levels of protection schemes,
including link, node, and server protections.
In the ﬁnal step, we have developed task scheduling optimization models based
on the DAG task scheduling, where some tasks are dependent on other tasks.
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8.2 Conclusion
This thesis investigated diﬀerent problems related to dimensioning optical grid net-
works, provisioning job requests, and task scheduling. It is concluded that the CC-ILP
optimization models for link dimensioning with the objective of either minimizing the
bandwidth units or maximization the grade of service, give better solutions as com-
pared to the classical ILP and heuristics. These models are able to solve up to optimal
or near to optimal integer solutions. Moreover, joint optimization of computing and
networks resources with exact CG-ILP formulations solve the scalable practical-size
problems. However, their integer solutions do not provide the optimal solutions. In
the context of DAG scheduling for optical grids networks, the exact CG-ILP formu-
lations are not able to solve practical-size problems.
At the end, we can conclude that the link dimensioning and eﬃcient job pro-
visioning (grade of service) proposed models, with the objective min-ACRWA and
max-ACRWA, respectively, are eﬃcient tools to solve practical size instances with an
optimal integer (we assume less than 1% gap is an optimal ) solution. The computing
time is reasonable for the advance reservation systems, management, and planning
of optical grid networks. On the other hand, link dimensioning including locations
of servers models need some improvements with respect to the integer solutions, and
job scheduling models also need some integer solution improvements in order to be
scalable for practical sized problems.
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8.3 Future Work
Recall that all the related, as well as our proposed work about dimensioning opti-
cal grid networks are done under the assumption of optical nodes with wavelength
conversion capability. In the future, our proposed minimization and maximization
models can be extended under the wavelength continuity assumption where the same
wavelength will be allocated through all the hops of the paths. Joint optimization
of dimensioning optical grid networks, where the location of servers and paths are
optimized together, needs hybrid solutions of ILP and heuristics in order to increase
the accuracy of the solutions. Similarly, in order to resolve the scalability issue in the
task scheduling, hybrid solutions need to be developed as well. This task scheduling
model can also be extended by the link dimensioning with time constraints among
the server nodes for task dependency while allocating the non-overlapping times on
the server nodes.
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